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ABSTRACT 

Rapid innovations in technology during the past decades has enabled new business possibilities, which in many 
areas has outcompeted old business models. Especially small companies are having problems keeping up in 
the process of reevaluating their business model with regards to the possibilities of new technologies. 

The focus in this thesis has been to describe the process of moving to a digital business and the use of digital 
technologies by changing the business model and value-producing opportunity. This especially for the in 
Sweden important manufacturing industry. Our purpose was to find a way on how companies should work 
with their business model and what they had to do, and to find proper tools to help them to be successful with 
their digital transformation. This was done by a literature study, surveys, and interviews with a company were 
their business model where analyzed with help of the Business Model Canvas.  

We found in the theory typical enablers for a successful digital transformation, such as top management skills, 
organizations capabilities, aligned vision and strategy to be at least as important as a technology, which was 
also supported by our empirical findings. We also found in empirical findings that the Business Model Canvas 
likely is a suitable tool to help a lot of companies in the future to digitally transform their business. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will present a best practice of what a Swedish manufacturing company need to consider and be 
aware of when they are planning to digitally transform their business. The thesis will also investigate if a tool 
intended for visualizing the business model would be useful for inventing new business models for digital 
transformation. 

Even though a manufacturing company are selling physical products, there is still a risk of being digitally 
disrupted due to market changes or rapid innovation. Especially small- and mid-size companies are seeking 
simple and low cost solutions for managing change, since they do not have extensive resources to invest in 
various change and/or research projects. 

By comparing best practices from current literature with the way one Swedish manufacturing firm is working 
with digital transformation, we will for this business, tell whether they are focusing on the most important 
topics or not. To understand and analyze the company’s business model, we will use the Business Model 
Canvas. By analyzing how the company perceived and use the Business Model Canvas, we will also be able to 
tell whether this kind of visualization tool do facilitate the digital business model transformation.  

 Background 

The root of this thesis goes from the impact of change upon business. Herakleitos (540–460 BC) is known for 
founding the modern philosophy and claiming that change is central to universe (Ruin, 2011). Some sources 
claim he is misquoted for the expression the only thing that does not change, is change itself, however that 
expression seems to capture parts of his ideas and to be an expression that is very much still up to date today. 
Change is affecting all kinds of businesses and up until today many companies has benefitted from rapid 
innovations in technology, which has enabled a lot of new business possibilities which in many areas has 
outcompeted old business models. How changes might affect is of course very different depending on an 
infinite combination of factors. Though, the possibility to convert analog information streams into digital (the 
basis for enabling digitalization) which could be stored and managed in a very efficient way has in most areas 
outperformed in efficiency compared to previous old ways of working (Gulati & Soni, 2015). 

The Swedish manufacturing industry is an interesting industry to study when it comes to digitalization, since it 
has so far performed quite well in automation of their production. Even due to a lot higher salary costs, 
Swedish manufacturing is still competitive compared to low cost alternatives from e.g. east Europe and Asia 
(Hauke & Ingemansson, 2016). However, the business models for many of those industries are still kept the 
same and even though manufacturing companies are selling physical products, which most likely won’t be 
replaced by a digital solution, they need to continuously reevaluate their business model (Enerbäck, 2015). The 
competition is tough and new technologies will open new possibilities for new solutions and business models. 
Not being prepared and knowing how to transform might cause companies to lose their competitive 
advantages. Studies shows that especially small companies are having problems keeping up in the process of 
reevaluating their business model, with regards to the possibilities for new technologies (Cederblad, 2016). 

Given the assumption that there are similarities between many of the Swedish manufacturing companies, the 
study of how one single company works with their digital transformation, will not only help this company on 
its path towards the future, but also give valuable information to other company on how they should act and 
prepare in order to be successful.  

 Problem Discussion 

This chapter will start by motivating why digitalization and the Swedish manufacturing industry is of such a 
great interest. Secondly, since the aim of the thesis is to study digitalization within a Swedish manufacturing 
company, the following part of this chapter will discuss advantages and challenges of digitalization, in general, 
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but mainly with focus on the Swedish manufacturing industry. Finally, four areas that are different aspects of 
the impact of a digital transformation will be presented. These areas together, aim to cover to most common 
aspects of digitalization impacts and in the following chapter it will presented and motivated which of those 
aspects that will be the focus of this thesis.  

1.2.1 DIGITALIZATION 

Digitalization is a wide term which will be further discussed in chapter 2.2, for now we stick to the definition as 
“the use of technology to radically improve performance or reach of enterprises” by Westerman et. al (2011).  

Digitalization has been an ever-increasing topic for business success during the past decades (Gulati & Soni, 
2015). The digitalization is affecting the entire business model and are creating new opportunities for 
communicating, selling and distributing to customers (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015). Some industries were hit 
early such as the manufactures of film for analog cameras, where the entire business model for e.g. Kodak 
disappeared over a couple of years (Randall, 2011). The newspaper industry has also dramatically changed, but 
in several cases, old newspaper companies have survived by finding new business models and being able to 
give their customers added value by e.g. digital distributing channels. When it comes to the manufacturing 
industry in general, digitalization has had a huge impact on the production efficiency (Heyman, et. al. 2016), 
but not yet on the business model itself, i.e. many companies are still selling and distributing their products as 
they did before. For many companies, there might probably not be any immediate threat to their current 
business models at all. Though, when looking at the history of e.g. the music- and film industry, where the 
business models has changed from selling a specific product (e.g. a movie) to providing a subscription 
(download any movie when I want), it might be wise even for the manufacturing industry in general, to 
prepare themselves for a digital transformation of their business models.  

1.2.2 SWEDISH MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

The manufacturing industry is of certain importance for Sweden, while it makes a large contribution (17%) to 
the Swedish GDP, Gross Domestic Product, to the export (75%) and the country’s employment 
(Hauke&Ingemanssonl,2016). The industry consists of many different sectors, which develops and delivers 
mainly advanced products and services. Today the Swedish manufacturing industry employs 650 000 people 
directly and 350000 people indirectly, in adjacent business. (Hauke&Ingemanssonl,2016). 

The Swedish manufacturing industry has in general terms gone far in the work of digitalizing their business in 
terms of implementing a highly-automated production (Heyman, et. al. 2016), (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). 
The strengths for the Swedish manufacturing industry are especially a high technical maturity, that people are 
perceived great at cooperation and that individuals are interested in new technology use (Heyman, et. al. 
2016), which is a key enabler for digitalization. 

1.2.3 THE DIGITALIZATION WITHIN THE SWEDISH MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

Digitalization is currently fundamentally transforming the manufacturing industry (Heyman, et. al. 2016), 
(Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016), (Enerbäck, 2015).  

In a study from PWC, Enerbäck (2015), 64 Swedish manufacturing companies were interviewed about their 
digital development with respect to how this was a challenge for the industry and how far they had come in 
their transition. Almost everyone stated that digital development will become crucial for the manufacturing 
industry within 5 years and a clear majority believed that digitalization will be a major factor for the company’s 
ability to compete globally. In the same survey a fifth of the companies described their level of vertical 
(internal) digitalization as high and a third as being low. Within five years, almost everyone agreed that their 
level had to be high. When looking at the horizontal (external) level of digitalization almost every second 
respondent described their digitalization level as low and only one out of eight as high, while four out of five 
believe it must be high in five years. That said, the Swedish manufacturing industry do see an imminent threat, 
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but also possible opportunities, with digitalization within the next five years. Most of them though do not 
believe they have the right capabilities today to meet that change. 

1.2.4 ADVANTAGES WITH DIGITALIZATION 

A successful digitalization will strengthen the competitiveness of Swedish manufacturing industry due to 
increased customer value through companies’ products, services and business models (Hauke&Ingemansson, 
2016). Those companies that will be successful are those that will develop digital business models to manage 
new developments, not just those who work to decrease cost and increase efficiency (Enerbäck, 2015).  

Digitalization of the manufacturing industry will make it possible for new products, services, business models 
and the way of doing the work. It will most certainly lead to better and cheaper products that are more 
sustainable both from an environmentally perspective and from a social perspective (Sandström&Karlsson, 
2016). On the other hand, according to a German study, 600 billion Euros may be lost if EU will not be 
successful in the digitalization of the manufacturing industry (Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016). 

1.2.5 CHALLENGES WITH DIGITALIZATION WITHIN THE SWEDISH MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

Related to the Swedish manufacturing industry we have identified four different aspects on the challenges 
with digitalization. Each of those aspects will be briefly described below, in order to give a brief overview of 
the challenges related to each aspect and the importance of each aspect compared to each other. 

The main purpose of doing this is to narrow the scope of the thesis, but also to put focus on the most 
important topics. Digitalization in general is a huge area that might affect almost everything. A typical Swedish 
manufacturer needs to prioritize everything in their daily business. This also applies to preparing for the future. 
By guiding the reader to focus on the most important problems, we might not guarantee success everywhere, 
but we will increase the probability for success somewhere.  

Identifying and categorizing different aspects related to the challenges of digitalization could be done in 
several ways. Different industry sectors will be affected in different ways by the digitalization and the new 
digital solutions are usually industry specific. Impact and pace is highly dependent on the type of innovation 
and if it is evolutionary or disruptive. The solutions are however enabled by several common underlying digital 
technologies (Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016). Larsson (2015) highlights four critical factors for competitive 
advantage in the future, digital technology development, business processes, business models and 
capability/skills. Kane (2015) emphasizes that it is not enough implementing or using digital technologies, 
focus should instead be to reconfigure the business to take advantage of the information these technologies 
enable.  

1.2.5.1 Technology challenges 
Maybe the most obvious challenge with digitalization is the technology change itself. In the manufacturing 
industry, the technology impacts many areas, such as simulation and modelling (Bossen&Ingemansson, 2016), 
systems of systems integration, big data analytics (Larsson, 2015), wireless communications between products 
(Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016), cyber security (Heikkilä et. Al. 2016), cloud solutions, more intelligent products 
and additive manufacturing (Lenka, et. al. 2016) etc. However, the digital technology often demands a 
different business model, both according to revenues, but also how a product shall be delivered and who the 
customers are (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016) (Westerman et. al 2011). Furthermore, as stated by Kane (2015), 
companies must use various digital technologies and integrate those across people, processes and functions to 
get competitive advantage. 

1.2.5.2 Organizational Challenges 
New technology will as mentioned before bring change into the industry. This change will most likely also 
affect the organization as such. Industries and companies are challenged of an intense technology 
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development where digitalization is a major contributor. Digitalization affect processes value creation and 
converts technology into an economic value (Larsson, 2015). Digitalization leads according to Larsson (2015) to 
increased transparency in the value creating systems and therefore an improved knowledge about the 
customer and their needs. The critical capability for companies is to use technology and create transformation 
processes to increase the productivity and competitive advantage. To do this technology must be used 
together with development of the organization, capabilities, logistics and business models. Only applying new 
technology and updating the business model without adapting the organization won’t be enough. 

1.2.5.3 Labor Challenges 
As well as the organization, will get affected by digitalization will the labor. The change due to digitalization 
within the industry will require new skills from the employees (World Economic Forum, 2016), (National 
Academy of Sciences, 2017) (Enerbäck, 2015) (Larsson, 2015). It is also predicted to be even harder to find 
people with the correct skills, especially for the manufacturing industry (World Economic Forum, 2016). 
Still there is a reverse connection between the level of digitalization and the number of employed workers in 
the Swedish manufacturing industry (Heyman, et. al. 2016) and some research say that more than 50% of 
today’s employees in Sweden may be replaced by digital technology within the next 20 years (Larsson, 2015). 
It might necessarily not lead to less jobs, but to different kind of jobs with a higher focus on creativity and 
problem solving (World Economic Forum, 2016). 

1.2.5.4 Business model challenges 
Being able to take full advantages of new technologies will require new innovative business models that brings 
the customer experiences to a new level. Larsson (2015), Kane et. al. (2016), El Sawy et. al. (2016) all mean 
that business model innovation and business process re-engineering will become more important than ever 
before. The industry's supply chain gets more complicated and uncertain pricing gets more transparent 
(Bossen&Ingemansson, 2016). The need for greater product differentiation and shorter product life cycles 
favors standardization (Larsson, 2015). One of few possibilities to secure the profit is to differentiate the 
business models. For the established industry, competitive advantage is created by transforming the business 
model better than your competitors (Larsson, 2015) (Kane et. al. 2016). 

 Problem formulation and purpose 

Companies in the manufacturing industry in Sweden are currently in an ongoing transformation process, 
moving their business towards a more digital business to lower cost, offer their customers better services or 
new products (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016) (Enerbäck, 2015). According to Enerbäck (2015) many companies 
within the manufacturing industry asses their digitalization level today as low, but mean it will become crucial 
for them within 5 years. When doing a digital transformation, certain aspects needs to be considered to 
increase probability for a successful transformation, as discussed in 1.2.5 above.  What possibilities are there 
to guide and assist those companies when they are planning and prioritizing their digital transformation? 
Where should those companies start? And what should they pay the most attention to? 

While the technology challenges, briefly highlighted in 1.2.5.1, plays one role, factors such as organizational 
capabilities, labor skills, a vision/strategy that align actions, the management and the business model are of 
much greater concern. Hence it would not be of great value to study a certain technical solution or 
implementation, without knowing that the company were fully aware of their vision and strategy for digital 
transformation. The technical implementation needs to be aligned towards the vision, it is not the vision that 
shall be aligned towards a certain technical solution. Simultaneously, we consider the labor skills, briefly 
highlighted in 1.2.5.3, to be more related to a labor market issue than a company specific issue (World 
Economic Forum, 2016), (National Academy of Sciences, 2017). Still of course a very interesting topic, but not 
something that an average Swedish manufacturing company could influence. 
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The Swedish manufacturing industry is currently a world leader within automation, their weakness is in the 
way of utilizing new technology for doing business, i.e. transforming their business model by use of new 
technology (Uhl & Alexander, 2016) (Larsson, 2015) (Kane et. al. 2016) (El Sawy et. al. 2016) (Weill&Woerner, 
2013). When they start the transformation of their business models, this will have an impact on their 
organization and it will require new technical solutions. Furthermore, it will also impact the labor market, but 
as stated above the labor market is not something an average Swedish manufacturing company could 
influence. Hence, the first thing a Swedish manufacturer needs to ask themselves, when they want to initiate 
their digital transformation is: 

How should they work with their business model to succeed with their digital transformation, with certain 
respect to business process re-engineering and business model innovation? 

Secondly, as business process re-engineering and business model innovation are mentioned as key 
components for any company wanting to dramatically modify and improve their business model, it would be 
good if there were some tools and guidelines that would help facilitate this process. A few success factors for 
business process re-engineering and business model innovation that is mentioned repeatedly, are 
communication, active participation and a possibility of actively experimenting (Cruceru, 2014) (Chesbrough, 
2010). A common theme between communication, participation and experimenting is visualization. When 
visualizing something, it gets communicated through the visualization, itself. If it is visualized in front of a 
group of people, it will invite to participation. Visualization will also simplify experimentation, since the 
experiment could be visualize before they are tried out in reality.  

The Business Model Canvas is a tool for visualizing business models. It is also claimed by its inventors 
(Osterwalder, A, 2010), to be design for facilitating a digital transformation. The second question to be 
answered is then  

What help would a tool, such as the Business Model Canvas, provide in this process of digital transformation? 

This question might seem rather narrow and might not be the most important question. It shall be noted that 
it is due to the design of the data collection phase possible to analyze and investigate this with a minimal 
amount of additional effort when analyzing the main question, about how to work with the business model, 
above. Furthermore, if the Business Model Canvas prove to be useful, do have some certain risks or need 
some specific considerations. This will be valuable input for any Swedish manufacturer wanting to digitally 
transform their business. 

 De-limitations 

To get a good understanding of how Swedish manufacturing companies work in general several companies 
would have to be investigated. However, the scope in this thesis has been limited to one company. To 
compensate for this, results from surveys used among a large amount of companies (Dell Technologies, 2017) 
(Weill and Woerner, 2015) has been used as references when making statements on how valid the results 
from this particular company would be compared to an “average” company. The outcome will hence focus on 
how a company in a given phase with certain pre-requisites should act. 

When analyzing the business model the Business Model Canvas (BMC) has been used, without any further 
comparison with any additional model.  

 Thesis structure 

This thesis is build up according to a straight forward structure, staring with a theory review, chapter 2, follow 
by a method description in chapter 3 including how the literature study was performed. Then the empirical 
findings are presented in chapter 4, followed by the analysis and the conclusions in chapter 5 and chapter 6. 
See below for a short introduction of each chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Theory 
This chapter presents the theoretical background used for this thesis. It is intended for providing 
the reader with sufficient background knowledge to understand the area of interest, in this case 
digitalization within the manufacturing industry. The chapter does also present relevant 
information from the used references. 

Chapter 3: Method 
This chapter is intended for describing how the research has been performed. It describes how the 
literature study was performed, how the data collection was done and briefly discusses alternative 
research methods. 

Chapter 4: Empirical findings 
The empirical findings present a summary of all data that was found during the empirical study. 
The chapter is structured based on how the data was collected. 

Chapter 5: Analysis 
This chapter connects the empirical findings in the previous chapter with the theoretical 
framework, presented in chapter 2. The chapter analysis the research question and provides 
explanations using the theoretical framework. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Implications 
This final chapter summarizes the findings and connects the outcome of the analysis back to the 
research question. This chapter also included any implications of the findings, together with the 
main contributions from this thesis. The chapter finishes by suggesting a few future research 
topics, based on what has been studied. 
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2 THEORY 

This chapter describes the theoretical framework to be used to analyze the problem formulated in chapter 1.3. 
The chapter starts to describe digitalization and digital disruption. What it is and why it matters independently 
of industry, both per customer preferences and business advantage.  

Then focus will change to company digital maturity and how this may depend on industry. Depending on 
maturity, companies may have to overcome different types of barriers. Typical enablers for a successful digital 
transformation are described, as well as the influence from organization, different roles and responsibilities in 
the organization, stakeholder influence and the digital transformation itself will be described. 

Thereafter the mechanism on changing and updating the business strategy, the business model and the 
company´s processes will be described and why digital transformation not only is about technology. 
Innovation will also be shown to not only be related to products. The Business Model Canvas will be presented 
and explained how it may be used to facilitate the transformation from a non-digital business model into a 
digital business model. 

Finally, the theory will be discussed in the context of the research question, setting the theory framework for 
this thesis. 

 Definition of Digitalization 

Digitalization is a broad term which could imply several things as described in chapter 2.2. In this thesis, we are 
using the definition done by Westerman et.al. (2011), stating that digitalization is the use of technology to 
radically improve performance or reach of enterprises. The term digitalization should also be separated from 
the term digitize and digitizing. Digitalization is how the technology is used or integrated, while digitize is the 
actual conversion of an analog input to a digital output. As stated in Bussinessdictionary.com (2017-03-22), 
digitalization, is the integration of digital technologies into everyday life by the digitization of everything that 
can be digitized.  Digitalization using this definition is very similar as Business Model Innovation, see chapter 
2.5 or Business Process Reengineering, see chapter 2.6, if the key enabler for the improvement is the 
technology. 

 Aspects o Digitalization 

Today’s emergence of an information and knowledge society depend largely upon the exponentially improved 
and cost reduced digital technology. In the dawn of the emerging digitalization enormous values has already 
been created and destroyed (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). An often-cited article that describes what “digital” 
means, is Dörner&Edelman (2015). They describe a situation when everyone want to become digital and the 
importance to know what then is meant by becoming digital. There are different definitions, where digital is 
about technology, new ways of engaging customers and totally new ways of doing business. None of these 
definitions are necessarily incorrect. The problem with this is the diverse perspective, in a situation when 
alignment and common vision about where the business needs to go is desirable (Dörner&Edelman, 2015). If 
this not is present, the risk is for missed opportunities and false starts in the digitalization process of the 
enterprise is significant.  

Dörner&Edelman (2015) use the three attributes “creating value at the new frontiers of the business world”, 
“creating value in the processes that execute a vision of customer experiences” and finally “building 
foundational capabilities that support the entire structure”. The first attribute according Dörner&Edelman 
(2015) is to be open to reexamine the entire way the company are doing their business. This may be by 
developing new businesses or going after values in other sectors. Being digital means to understand how 
customer behaviors and expectations are developing, both inside and outside your business, as well as outside 
your sector. This is crucial to get ahead of trends that can deliver or destroy value. The second attribute is to 
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rethink how to use new capabilities to improve how customers are served. As well as about how digital 
capabilities can be designed and how they may deliver the best possible experience, across all parts of the 
business. For example, in the supply chain or in marketing and sales. Digital is about implementing a feedback 
system where processes and capabilities are constantly evolving based on inputs from the customer, creating 
better products or services. The third attribute according Dörner&Edelman (2015) is about using data to make 
better and faster decisions, to be able to make decisions in smaller teams and to develop much more iterative 
and rapid ways of doing things. This should also enable the whole company to be incorporated in to the 
process.  A key feature of the digitalized IT system is the commitment of building networks that connect 
devices, objects and people. 

Larsson (2015) use a definition of digitalization that goes beyond technology. It is about increased productivity, 
the need for new business models and the capability to make use of available technology in the most 
competitive way. Larsson (2015) mean that critical factors for future competitive advantage are the four areas, 
digital technology, processes, business models and competence not necessarily in that order. It is according to 
Kane (2015) not enough implementing or using digital technologies. It is less about acquiring and 
implementing the right technology, but focus should be to reconfiguring your business to take advantage of 
the information these technologies enable. Companies must use various digital technologies and integrate 
those across people, processes and functions to get competitive advantage (Kane, 2015). 

2.2.1 DIGITAL EXCELLENCE 

Business leaders must have a clear and common understanding of exactly what digital means to them and 
then when they have achieved this understanding identify, what it means to their business (Dörner&Edelman, 
2015). This may not be easy. Kane et. al. (2015) describes a survey result that also showed that respondents 
were apprehensive about whether business leaders had the capabilities to actually lead their organizations in a 
digital environment. 

El Sawy et. al (2016) mean there is a need for clarity on what is meant by effective digital leadership and what 
enterprise capabilities are required and how this foundation of digital leadership can be built and reinforced. 
Whitehurst (2016) define digital leadership as “creating and communicating a compelling vision and strategy” 
while digital management is “putting in place and managing people, processes and technology to execute the 
strategy”.  El Sawy et. al (2016) define digital leadership as “Doing the right things for the strategic success of 
digitalization for the enterprise and its business ecosystem”. El Sawy et. al. (2016) further explains that “Digital 
leadership is thinking differently about business strategy, business models, the IT function, enterprise 
platforms, mindsets and skill sets and the workplace”. Therefore, the interpretation is that becoming digital is 
about much more than just technology.  

For example, El Sawy et. al (2016) describes six possible fundamental building blocks of strategy and 
organization to achieve digital leadership. 

1. The need for a different kind of business strategy where digitalization is included.  

2. A different business model, where the platform enable new digital business models for creating 
business value. 

3. A different digital enterprise platform with integration between inside and outside of the 
enterprise.  

4. A different kind of people mindset and skills throughout all levels of the organization.  

5. Rethinking the role of corporate IT and for the CIO to be able to manage digital leadership and 
digital business strategy. 

6. A different workplace to attract employee expectations, especially younger ones, with regards to 
workplace location flexibility, mobile access etc. 
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A company managing to fulfill those will have good possibilities in succeeding and being a leader with 
digitalization within its business. 

2.2.2 RETURN OF SCALE AND NETWORK EFFECT 

So why will digitalization matter? The easy answer is while greater parts of the economy will take advantage of 
the increasing return of scale made possible with digitalization. There are two reasons digitalization increase 
return of scale. First, information and new knowledge may be re-used without any additional costs. When for 
example software is developed, it may be used by multiple users, essentially without any additional cost, 
which create economies of scale where unit price will decrease and approach zero (Sandström&Karlsson, 
2016). Secondly, because of network effects, the value of a product will increase with the number of users of 
the product. For example, the value of Apple IOs, will increase with the number users. More users will lead to 
more app-developers interested in this market. More available apps will on the other hand increase the 
interest and the value of the product. Further, more customers will be interested in buying the phone and the 
market will expand (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). Effects from return of scale will increase the pace and 
pressure to change massively in every sector affected by digitalization and often the technology will change 
the whole industry structure depending on industry character (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). 

2.2.3 DIGITAL DISRUPTION 

Corporations are according to Weill&Woerner (2016) digitizing rapidly, creating new opportunities and 
breaking down former industry barriers and disrupting long successful business models. A technology change 
often takes longer time than expected, but on the other hand usually have a greater impact than possible to 
anticipate (Weill&Woerner, 2016). Factors that will affect time for implementation and the effect of the 
digitalization are for example if disruptive innovations are possible, if it is possible to implement innovations 
wide within the sector, or just for some lonely segments, and if there are legal or economic constraints 
(Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016). 

The digital transformation is not just about emerging disruptive technologies (Andriole, 2017), it is also a lot 
about more conventional operational and strategic technology. Leverage emerges from existing system such 
as databases, resource planning, or customer relationship management software. Technology does not have 
to emerging either, it is as important to achieve impact with technologies already used as with emerging 
technologies (Andriole, 2017). Larsson (2015) describes this as use of commodity apps in a more innovative 
way. The key to success for a clear majority of companies may not be to seek advantage aggressively but to cut 
costs and risks in their technology investments (Carr, 2003). It may be better to wait until technology is more 
mature, standardized and best practice is available, than to fight for being a first mover. 

Important though is to get a fast and disruptive mindset, exploiting free platforms and tools to create digital 
connections, to learn more about the customers and how to serve them (Bernoff, 2013). It is about generating 
ideas faster and focus on customer needs, regardless of today’s products, and fill those customer needs if 
possible. 

2.2.4 MANAGEMENT IMPORTANCE 

The problem is that executives are not hungry for the digital transformation. According to Andriole (2017) the 
number of executives who really wants to transform their companies is relatively small and a digital 
transformation requires strong support and focus from upper management to become successful. In addition 
the pressure on financial results makes it more difficult to focus on new technology (Sandström&Karlsson, 
2016). 

Over the next five years, board members estimate that a third of their revenue is threatened by digital 
disruption. At the same time a majority (64%) of the directors feel unprepared for this challenge. In the same 
survey board members now focus on cyber security, IT and compliance and only 39% discussing the impact of 
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digitization of their business model. The board members in the same survey also raised their lack of digital 
competence, which made them to rely on consultants to evaluate their digital projects. The present situation 
raises the need of competence from company executives (Weill&Woerner, 2016). Valentine (2014) describes a 
similar situation where more than 90% of boards identify technology as essential to their businesses. Even 
then less than 20% of boards worldwide, but with regard on industry (it can be as little as 2%) mean they have 
technology-capable members. 

2.2.5 NEED TO CHANGE 

Rapid technology development, globalization, changed stakeholder needs, new rules and regulations are 
factors that will increase organizational opportunities and risks. These factors, heavily influenced by new 
technology such as data analytics, mobile, cloud, Internet and social media will drive the need for increased 
levels of agility and resiliency (Valentine, 2014). New technology makes it possible to create alternatives to 
existing products, in line with Clay Christensen’s innovator’s dilemma (Bernoff, 2013). Earlier, extensive 
investments have been needed and therefor competitors have been limited and it may take them years to 
become a threat. This may according to Bernoff (2013) change while digital disruptors may use platforms that 
are really cheap or even free to reach millions of people. In this world companies are able to move extremely 
quickly and if they fail, they recover fast. These companies ignore traditional barriers like distribution networks 
and may go directly to end customer. They do not need much money per customer while having extremely low 
costs and great margins. This will according to Valentine (2014) lead to new businesses, products, and services 
that will emerge because of converging technologies and industries. 

According to Berman (2012) every industry today is under immense pressure to rethink their value proposition 
and their operations needs a plan in place. The path to a successful digital transformation is to varying with the 
industry (Berman, 2012). Those that will manage to overcome the challenge to optimize physical and digital 
elements while implementing a new business model, based on customer demands, can become the first 
choice by future talent, partners and resources. In other words, there are a lot of opportunities for those who 
manage to succeed. 

The need for digital leadership is a critical issue for all organizations around the world in both developed and 
emerging economies (El Sawy et. al. 2016). This applies for all industries both traditional bricks-and-mortar 
companies as well as born-digital companies.  Also, Westerman et. al (2011) mean that every industry face an 
array of digital opportunities. Most stories though are told about the new startups, born into a digital world 
and make no sense for those leaders of more traditional and often larger companies. Westerman et. al (2011) 
did a study with over 400 companies and found that most companies are acting, but few firms had positioned 
themselves to capture the real business benefits and therefor there were a serious digital advantage for those 
who did. Valentine (2014) mean that companies that want to stay competitive must stop “experimenting” with 
various digital projects and instead commit themselves fully into digital businesses. This requires a new but 
constantly evolving digital vision, a dynamic view of organizational performance and a focus on hiring and 
evolving the right talent. 

2.2.6 SWEDISH CONDITIONS 

Digitalization is currently fundamentally transforming the manufacturing industry, an industry consisting of 
many different sectors, in Sweden (Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016). The industry develops, produces and delivers 
advanced products and services and makes use of flexible supply chains. As mentioned in the introduction this 
industry is of certain importance for Sweden, while it makes a large contribution to the Swedish GDP (17%) as 
well as to the export (75%) and the country’s employment. Swedish strengths are high technical maturity and 
people who are perceived great at cooperation and interested in new technology. A key challenge is 
availability to qualified staff which may become a bottleneck in the future. Sweden is often seen as innovative, 
but on the other hand weak in commercializing. Increased automatization will in Sweden have great impact 
due to its relative high salary level (Hauke&Ingemanssonl,2016).  Digitalization will create a totally new set of 
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skills and capabilities among both enterprise managers as well as among employees. Some research say that 
53% of today’s employees in Sweden may be replaced by digital technology within the next 20 years (Larsson, 
2015). It will necessarily lead to less jobs, but to different ones with a higher focus on creativity and problem 
solving. 

2.2.7 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY  

Different industry sectors will be affected in different ways by the digitalization and the new digital solutions 
are usually industry specific. Impact and pace is highly dependent on the type of innovation and of it is 
evolutionary or disruptive, as described before.  The solutions are however enabled by several common 
underlying digital technologies. It may for the manufacturing industry be simulation and modelling, systems of 
systems integration, big data analytics, wireless communications between products, cyber security, cloud 
solutions, more intelligent products and additive manufacturing (Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016).   

Digitalization of the manufacturing industry will make possible totally new products, services, business models 
and the way of doing the work. It will most certainly lead to better and cheaper products that are more 
sustainable both from an environmentally perspective but also and socially (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). On 
the other hand, 600 billion Euros may be lost if EU is not successful in the digitalization of the manufacturing 
industry (Hauke&Ingemansson, 2016). Digital technology usually decrease transaction cost between the 
company and its suppliers and customers, which may affect the division of labor while it is easier to outsource 
production, design etc. Especially the manufacturing industry has historically been successful in the use of 
digital possibilities to increase productivity (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). The digital technology often requires 
a different business model, both how revenue is created, but also for how a product is sold 
(Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). 

2.2.8 SME CONDITIONS 

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, SME, are usually treated differently than other larger companies. The 
reason for this is usually that the conditions for those companies are different than for large cooperation’s, 
with e.g. less resources, less buffers for new investments etc. This must not be a disadvantage in a digital 
transformations process, but it should be considered as a factor that needs to be considered when planning 
and working with the digital transformation. SMEs are according to the EU recommendation 2003/361, 
companies with not more the 250 employees and a revenue of up to 50 MEUR. The European Union has stated 
that SMEs should be treated differently than larger corporations and has for example introduced special 
support programs for SMEs and reduced the level of requirements needed to be fulfilled for e.g. administrative 
compliances. The EU commission (2008) recognizes the SMEs importance for creating new employment 
opportunities, economic growth and innovation. The EU commission (2008) also states that this is due to that 
SMEs operate with different pre-conditions than large enterprises and hence need to be compensated for this 
by different rules and regulations.  

Hiring new staff is typically an area which is different between an SME and a large corporation. The large 
corporation usually have a dedicated HR department, which takes care of most details regarding staff and 
hiring of new employees. In the SME, it might be the actual line manager, or if it is an even smaller company, 
the CEO himself that has to do everything that is related to the recruitment. Hence both the work needed to 
recruit and the risk taking of recruiting in larger in the SME and in a large corporation (EU commission 2008). 
Both SME and large corporations might suffer from financial constraints, but If the case is about employing 
one single key specialist, the impact might be worse in the SME, which cannot hire at all than in the large 
corporation, which might still be able to hire the key persons since its overall impact comparted to the total 
staff is relatively small (Burg, et. al 2012).  

SMEs might on the other hand have easier to take actions on opportunities. Due to their size, they will have 
easier to manage and adapt to change, which makes them more flexible (DuBrin, 2013). Entrepreneurship is 
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something that is characterizing for SME (EU commission 2008). God entrepreneurship will give the SME 
better possibilities to realize conceptual ideas into reality, where the SME both could build on opportunities, 
but also react on constrains to take preventive measures (Burg, et. al 2012). 

2.2.9 CHANGING CUSTOMER HABITS 

Customers today have a lot of new choices made available with the mobile connectivity and they are informed 
by new platforms as social networks, contacts, videos etc. which will be a base for their decision to purchase 
(Berman, 2012). Weill&Woerner (2013) claim that as much as 72% of customers would replace traditional 
channels with digital channels if the same capability was available. If not offering a great digital experience 
customer will move. Also, Westerman et. al. (2011_2) mean that companies now start to feel the pressure 
from competitors and employees to speed up the transformation. 

To make things more difficult Weill&Woerner (2013) describe that a great digital business model challenges 
the traditional physical one that relies on place and people. The digital business model challenges the physical 
one in different dimensions: Internal power (seamless customer experience), digital business models are 
transparent to all, switching cost for customers lower and it is easier to describe and compare offers. Or as 
Wargin&Dobiéy (2001) describe it, with IT and technology people can buy whatever, whenever and wherever 
they want to, which gives the consumer an unprecedented power. 

Today end-users have high expectations on their web experiences. The digital experience must tailor content 
and functionality to the users need. This requires better understanding of users and their needs and it might 
need to be tailored or personalized interface. This means change of all means in how information is created, 
structured, organized, managed and integrated within the company. It must provide a seamless, relevant, 
digital experience. Use technology to capture and transfer knowledge from you to the customer, nevertheless 
just presenting the information needed by the customer. This means harmonizing systems in touch with the 
customer. An activity that may be difficult due to different departments responsibilities within the company 
and use of different platforms and/or software (Earley, 2014). 

 Digital maturity and Competitive Advantage 

Weill&Woerner (2013) found that companies that were in the top third of digital customer experience had 8,5% 
higher net margins and 7,8% higher revenue growth than industry competitors. In a similar way, Whitehurst 
(2016) mean that companies that are good at putting and managing the right people, processes and the 
technology to execute the digital strategy, are expanding into more new markets, have better results, stronger 
revenue growth and greater profit margins than their peers.  

On the other hand, Andriole (2017) states that it may not be necessary for every company, process or business 
model to digitally transform. The company need to asses if they can create a digital model of its processes and 
if they can analyze if the transformation will make impact on market share, revenue or profit. Just because it is 
possible to make a transformation it may not be profitable. It may not be worth the costs and time required. 
There is a serious risk that the transformation focus will be on technology instead of how to use technology to 
enable a more effective business strategy. Not understanding how to improve and how the company makes 
business might lead to a situation where more costs are generated than the revenue that are created (Andriole, 
2017).  Also, Carr (2003), even if maybe a bit dated, means that the greatest risk is overspending on IT 
infrastructure, while entwined with so many business functions constantly requesting for improvements to 
just be able stay in business. It is essential for the company to be able to separate essential investments, from 
unnecessary or even counterproductive. It is necessary with strong cost management, cut waste and evaluate 
expected returns from systems investments. Creativity to find simpler and cheaper alternatives and openness 
to outsourcing and partnerships are also needed. Furthermore, it is important before beginning the 
transformation to know why you are doing it and what your business goals are (Andriole, 2017). Those 
companies that will have most friction launching their digital transformation, are those where things are going 
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well and producing wealth for employees and owners (Andriole, 2017). Failing companies are much more 
motivated to transform, or are in a situation where they need to transform. Few successful companies will find 
a reason to change their business mode while this change is both expensive, time consuming and possibly 
painful. Therefor it is seldom market leaders, that have defined their industry for years, that will begin with the 
disruptive transformation. Instead it is often startups being disruptors in old industries, instead of established 
companies with consistent, profitable revenue streams. 

According to Westerman et. al (2011_2) there is no wait and see for industries. The transformation approach 
may be different depending on industry and company, but digital leaders outperform their peers in every 
industry already today. Winning organizations are those that do not fear the future but are able to change 
processes, business models, products and service with speed (Wargin&Dobiéy, 2001). Valentine (2014) mean it 
is vital for companies of all sizes, at all different levels of maturity in their efforts to digitize, to take advantage 
of today’s current and emerging technologies. It is clear that enterprises that makes comprehensive changes 
and become digital leaders are experiencing significant gains over those that do not (Valentine, 2014). 

2.3.1 DIGITAL MATURITY 

Westerman et. al (2011) mean that digital maturity is a combination of two dimensions, “digital intensity” and 
“transformation management intensity”.  The first, digital intensity, is about investments in technology-
enabled initiatives that change how the company operates customer engagements and business models. In 
many firms these investments are uncoordinated and sometimes duplicative. Example of initiatives may be, 
mobile sales, use of social media, connected products, real-time monitoring of operations etc. The second 
“transformation management intensity”, creates the leadership capabilities necessary to drive the digital 
transformation in the company. It consists of a vision and engagement to steer the course. IT and business 
cooperation is needed to implement the technology change. Here initiatives as a common vision of the firm’s 
future, coordination across the whole company, culture development and building capabilities are essential. 
Westerman et. al (2011_2) state four different categories of maturity a company may be categorized into. 

Digital beginners, that do little with advanced digital capabilities and use more traditional apps, for 
example traditional ERP. They may be beginners by choice, but more often by accident and they may 
be unaware of possible opportunities and does small investments without effective transformation 
management.  

Digital Fashionistas have implemented or experimented with a lot of apps and some may create value 
but many do not. Their strategy is not founded on real knowledge how to maximize benefits.  

Digital conservatives on the other hand favor prudence over innovation and have a strong unifying 
vision, governance and culture to ensure investments are managed well, but typically they are 
skeptical to digital trends. 

The Digirati that understand how to drive value with digital transformation. They combine a 
transformation vision, governance and engagement with sufficient investments in opportunities. They 
develop a digital culture through vision and established culture. 

The digital transformation is though moving more rapidly in some industries than in others. Some of them 
were hit early for example the music industry and the travel industry but some a bit later as financial- and 
retail industry. Other industries have yet been hit hard by the changing technologies (Westerman et. al. 2011) 

Below are the four different types of digital maturity described in a matrix see Figure 1 to the left and maturity 
depending on industry, see Figure 1 to the right (Westerman et. al. 2011). 
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Figure 1: Describing four different types of maturity to the left and maturity per industry right. Westerman et. al (2011)  

2.3.2 DIGITAL MATURITY EFFECT  

Companies mature on the vertical axis are typically better at driving revenue, while digital intensity helps 
companies to gain and manage volume with existing physical capacity. Companies that mature in 
transformation management are on the other hand more profitable while a strong vision and governance help 
them to align investments at the same direction and weed out activities that do not follow that direction. They 
engage employees to find new opportunities, often by not investing in the traditional business, but to focus all 
future investments on growing digital revenues and profits (Westerman et. al. 2011). The digital maturity does 
matter financially, see Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Digital Maturity Matrix according to, Westerman et. al (2011_2) and financial performance for the different 
maturity levels. 

2.3.3 IMPROVE DIGITAL MATURITY 

Westerman et. al (2011) identified common patterns around those companies that had built a real digital 
advantage. Those companies had invested in elements of transformation management, such as vision, 
governance and engagement but also performed well on the digital intensity dimension. They did strategic 
choices about how to achieve digital excellence, used common patterns to exploit complementary capabilities 
becoming even better. Westerman et. al (2011_2) found four key transformation management practices that 
enabled companies to align digital efforts under the same vision, coordination their structure and to engage in 
making the vision into reality. Both “conservatives” and “digirati” performed well in transformation 
management. The difference was that digirati had developed a strong transformative vision that energizes 
employees to make the change happen while conservatives focus on control and alignment. 

The four key transformation practices are, 
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1. Transformation vision, that helps people to see how the company will be different in the future 
and which former assumptions that will no longer be valid. 

2. Digital governance, by creating effective investing rules and coordination within the company to 
improve efficiency and to ensure all digital efforts are moving in the same direction. Often done by 
creating a central unit to coordinate and build the digital business. 

3. Engagement, when employees are engaged they help to make the vision reality. Those employees 
often identify new opportunities and offer less resistance to change. 

4. IT-Business relationships, the digital transformation will re-define big parts of the business and IT 
is the enabler. In some companies the CIO therefor is the perfect person to drive the digital 
initiatives, in other business and in some joint IT-Business with shared understanding. 

For digital intensity Westerman et. al (2011) examined six digital areas, customer experience, social media, 
mobile, customer analytics, process digitization and internal collaboration. Digirati makes strategic choices to 
excel digitally and usually excel in one or more of the areas mentioned above. Successful digital transformation 
comes from creating, or reshaping, the organization to take advantage of valuable strategic assets in new ways. 
Companies can also do much more to gain value from investments already done, at the same time they are 
envisioning new ways of doing the work (Westerman et. al. 2011). 

According to Hauke&Ingemansson (2016) many small or medium sized manufacturing companies will with the 
digitalization need competences in technological areas that today are completely new to them. On the other 
hand, will a successful digitalization payoff, be immense and it will strengthen the competitiveness of the 
company due to increased customer value of their products, services and business models. Often this is 
created with established technology used in an innovative way as described earlier Hauke&Ingemansson 
(2016).  

2.3.4 TYPICAL BARRIERS AND ENABLERS 

Typical barriers though to digital transformation are issues such as no sense of urgency, inadequate funding, 
limited systems, lack of vision and unclear roles and responsibilities (Fitzgerald, 2014). According to Whitehurst 
(2016) company leaders must ensure that the entire organization moves together into the digital age. The start 
must be a well-formulated digital vision and strategy. Management then need to put the correct people, 
processes and technology in place to realize that vision. The company must then also invest in both formal and 
informal learning forums and provide the means for trying this new technology. Barriers to digital business 
development according to Whitehurst (2016), is organizational silos, legacy processes, cultural resistance to 
change, lack of innovative thinking, throughput in the business and lack of digital leadership. The largest 
barrier for learning about the technology is usually to find an appropriate forum.  

There are four areas to focus on when conducting the digital transformation (Westerman et. Al. 2011). The 
areas are: framing, investing, engaging and sustaining. Senior leaders need a common vision on how to 
proceed. They need to understand both how and why the future solution will be better than the current. First 
step in doing this is to understand the threats and opportunities that digital represent in the organization. Will 
current ways of doing operations continue to be effective or are new opportunities available. Thereafter the 
company´s digital maturity, including both digital initiatives and leadership capabilities needs to be assessed to 
drive the transformation. Also, Westerman et. al (2011) mean that to drive the transformation, a digital vision 
is essential, to form a common view how to proceed.  

A similar conclusion is presented by Earley (2014) that says that the recipe for successful leverage with 
technology is to begin with a clear goal that support business objectives at a detailed process level. It is also 
important to create a consistent language and terminology and data governance processes for making 
decisions and allocating resources. 
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To make the vision become a reality, executive must ensure that the investments are done in the correct areas. 
The executives must identify in which areas to excel, now and in the future, based on capabilities and strategic 
assets. One important question according Westerman et. al (2011) is if the company need to adapt its business 
model. Sometimes it may be vital to do this radically, but it may also be possible to adapt the business model 
more gently. 

By governance on enterprise-level on digital initiatives, coordination is improved and silo-run initiatives are 
minimized. Dedicated committees, shared units and new roles are success mechanisms. Also, starting the 
motion in the organization early is essential. At successful transformations, CEO often sends unequivocal signal 
that the change is necessary, using different digital channels, such as web, video and social networks, to 
generate a continuous two-way communication. As important is to encourage employees to identify new 
practices and opportunities to further improve the vision (Westerman et. al. 2011). 

A successful transformation is built on skills and capabilities, and it is important to start training programs and 
coach employees early. As in all transformations it is important to quantify and monitor progress toward the 
ambition set in the vision, through KPIs and digital scorecards. It is import both to measure impact of 
investments but also to help in changing the culture (Westerman et. al. 2011). 

While the digital economy is knowledge driven, companies compete for human talent. Capital, aspects of 
leadership, communication and rewards are important success factors to attract talented staff for ensuring the 
company’s success (Westerman et. al. 2011). 

 Organisation and other Stakeholders 

The leaders in organizations of today must anticipate new opportunities, uncover and hedge against more 
frequent, impactful and increasingly complex risks just to survive. Enterprise leaders must reinvent IT as a top 
business priority since the benefits of digital technologies and the potential risks of failure make this change 
essential (Valentine, 2014). Wargin&Dobiéy (2001) state that the most critical aspect of the digital economy is 
leadership. Valentine (2014), does the same by saying that a new set of competencies are required both for 
governing but also for leading a digitally successful business. These new competencies are needed to be able 
to innovate, to generate revenue, to improve profitability and to improve market valuation from technology 
investments. In addition, these new competences are also required for anticipate and manage risks and to 
support compliance.  

Leaders across the company must learn about and understand the digital trends. Today only 23% are confident 
they have the necessary skills and knowledge (Whitehurst, 2016). They do not need to understand the 
technology, but they need to know how it works and how to use it. According to Whitehurst (2016) this could 
be done by creating a common language, using the CIO to help their college to revive the right digital 
knowledge or skills, or implement IT staff in the teams. It is important not to tell IT what technology to use, but 
instead engage in discussions to set a common view what must be done, and then leave it to IT to figure out 
how to get it to work. Valentine (2014) predicts that tech-savvy executives, for example CIOs with exceptional 
business skills, or non-IT executives with high levels of digital business knowledge, will appear on ‘‘hot skills’’ 
shortage lists for board and executive-level recruiters in the near future. 

2.4.1 THE CUSTOMER 

The customs are one of the most important stakeholders, however they are already discussed in chapter 2.2.9. 

2.4.2 THE BOARD 

According to Weill&Woerner (2016) the board must be involved in and focus on, three different roles around 
digitization. 
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1. Defense helps the company prevent serious issues including cyber risk, privacy breaches service 
interruptions etc. 

2. Oversight of the company’s digitally enabled transformation projects. This includes 
implementation of critical systems such as resource planning or patient record systems. This kind 
of systems are transformations that needs a significant change management, monitoring and 
oversight on e.g. spending levels on digitization in the company and by comparing goals and 
bottom-line impacts. 

3. Strategy involves contributing and evaluating issues related to strategy and digital disruption. With 
the increased importance of disruptive technologies most companies’ strategies will be affected 
(Weill&Woerner, 2016). 

2.4.3 THE CEO 

The good thing is that digital leadership starts at the top and according to Whitehurst (2016) 69% say their CEO 
understands digital opportunities and threats. One of the biggest decision companies now face, and the 
greatest challenge for the executive committees (especially CEO), is how to organize to be effective in this 
digital era. This is sometimes difficult and there will be barriers, such as stakeholders with different agendas 
diverging from what is best for the company. The CEO will need to lead this organizational transformation that 
may require more support than usually from the board (Weill&Woerner 2016). Transformation requires strong 
leaders, with a developed achievable vision. To reach this issues and challenges needs to be carefully 
examined in the business and a firm understanding on how technology may be used to solve problems needs 
to be gathered (Earley, 2014). The CEO usually understand the strategic advantage with becoming more digital 
but may have a problem to communicate a vision to make it reality. This is extra complicated while the 
functional leaders often lack the skills and knowledge to execute the strategy. It is important to improve 
overall communications skills and to create a common taxonomy (Whitehurst, 2016). 

2.4.4 THE CIO 

While the forum for digital is a barrier according to Whitehurst (2016) it must be a CIO´s digital leadership key 
focus to create learning forums across the organization. The role for the CIO is changing with more 
requirements, but unfortunately CIO’s often do not provide education. Neither they usually empower business 
leaders about digital matters or even provide knowledge about technology or understand what digital 
knowledge that is important for the business. Another important task for CIO is to identify and engage 
appropriate experts. The future CIO´s probably need to take a more strategic role in the company, to be able 
to manage the digitalization in a systematic way. The CIO need to become a part of the management team, to 
show that the issue has highest priority (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). 

2.4.5 EMPLOYEES 

Preferred method to learn about new digital technology is according to Whitehurst (2016) self-study and 
independent research. Unfortunately, many organizations fail to pick up individual’s interest and leave them 
with their own devices. Kane (2015) describes how employees, not necessarily confident in their leaders’ 
ability to digitally transform the organization, were more optimistic about digital technologies themselves. 
91% of survey respondents across industry sectors agreed that digital technologies have the potential to 
fundamentally transform the way people in their organization work. 

2.4.6 PARTNERS 

El Sawy et. al (2016) emphasis on the need for partners in the digitalization process. There may be need to 
collaborate and partner with many new technology vendors to be able deal with all the requirements of the 
various products and marketing. Also, to be able to move with the dynamic changes needed in the platform’s 
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functionalities. There may be a need for technology vendors to work as partners to become more agile and 
more comfortable working without clearly defined work packages. 

 Business model inovation 

A corporation commercialize new services and products through their business models. The business model 
states how the product shall be offered to the customers, how it shall be produced and how the needed input 
shall be supplied. Usually corporations put extensive investments in methods and processes for exploring 
potential new services or products. Though, they do not put the same amount of investment in exploring how 
those new products or services should be brought onto the market. The way the same product or service is 
offered to the customers through the corporation's business model, could make a huge difference in the 
corporation's profit on that particular product or service (Chesbrough, 2010) (Amit & Zott, 2012). I.e. the 
technology in a new product or service itself makes no value, it is the way it is brought to the market that 
generates the value (Chesbrough, 2010). 

Business Model Innovation was not started to be discussed until in the beginning of the 21-century and has 
then been discussed in an increasing number of articles, especially during the past 5-10 years (Foss & Saebi, 
2017). Business Model Innovation is the answer to how a corporation could innovate their business model to 
increase their profit, in a similar way as they innovate new technologies. Business Model Innovation is not 
about being an expert to foresee what will happen in the future. Business Model Innovation is about being 
good at experimenting with the corporation's business model to find opportunities that could make significant 
improvements to the corporation's business. It is only the experimentation that can identify the optimal 
possibilities for bringing a new customer offer to the market (Chesbrough, 2010). 

2.5.1 TECHNOLOGY 

As mentioned earlier technology accelerates the speed in which a company process information, make their 
decisions, collaborate and solve their problems. The higher pace of operations also leads to new inventions 
and therefore may provide competitive advantages (Earley, 2014). The problem is though, that even if this 
process creates an advantage, almost every competitor is developing the same tools at the same time. The key 
is to leverage tools and approaches faster, or better than everyone else. This is mentioned by Larsson (2015) 
as when technology is available for everyone, the capability to know how to use it, is what will create 
comparative advantage. Companies also gain advantage by insight how to use of new technology. 
Infrastructural technologies enable new and more effective operating methods which often lead to broad 
market changes. Hence, a company that have insight for what is coming can gain advantage (Carr, 2003). 

On the other hand, innovative use of new technology may have a major impact on the enterprise. If 
competitors do the shift before you, your market share will be put at risk. Be the first and have an advantage. 
With updated internal processes and competencies already at place, you will be a step ahead when 
competitors realize they must change technology (Earley, 2014). 

Larsson (2015) describes that it is vital for success, in the digitalization, to look beyond GPT (General purpose 
Technology) and develop innovative business models, process structures, skills and capabilities. This may be 
problematic while the human side usually is not able to keep up with the development of new technology. 
Adding capability and improving abilities in technology also may add complexity and may reduce productivity 
(Earley, 2014) 

Larsson’s (2015) definition of digitalization is more about the need to increase productivity with new business 
models and the capability to make use of available technology than technology itself. Earley (2014) shares this 
view on emphasizing the importance to recognize innovative technology early and if needed to break the 
business model and create a new form of doing business.  
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The maturity to get leverage from technology for a competitive advantage is more depending on the people 
and business processes than application complexity. Less-mature digital businesses risk being too focused on 
solving discrete business problems with individual digital technologies (Kane et. al., 2015_2). Organizations 
must transform how they do business, not just use same approach adding new software. Kane et. al. (2015) 
describes this as success will depend less on the technologies themselves — and more on your company's 
ability to implement them innovatively by rethinking strategy, culture and talent.  

Even if a bit dated, Carr (2003) describes the development of IT infrastructure as evolving and increased 
investments over time. Not just in dollars but also as a shift in attitude among top management. Carr (2003) 
describes a situation in the 80s where few executives incorporated IT in their strategic thinking, a situation 
that has changed until today. Now executives discuss how to use IT to gain competitive advantage and start to 
discuss how to digitize their business model. Most have hired CIOs and hired strategy consulting firms to get 
ideas how to leverage IT investments and get competitive advantage. Though, according to Carr (2003) you 
will only “gain an edge over rivals by having or doing something that they can’t have or can’t do” which is in 
line with Earley (2014) and Larsson (2015). Today the technology is available and affordable for almost 
everyone. Instead the way technology has influenced, or failed to influence competition is interesting at the 
company level. There is also a difference between proprietary technologies (owned and/or used by one 
company) that can gain strategic advantage and higher profits over rivals and infrastructural technologies that 
offer more value if shared with others (Carr, 2003) 

One trap executives often fall into is the assumption that the opportunities for advantage will be available for 
indefinitely, while the actual window of opportunity often is open only briefly (Carr, 2003). While the 
infrastructural technology finally is widely accepted, massive investment is done and the development 
escalates rapidly and in the end of this phase individual advantage is gone. The rush to invest leads instead to 
more competition, greater capacity, falling prices and technology accessible and affordable for everyone. 
When this happens, technology becomes standardized and best practice understood and emulated rendering 
proprietary systems to become obsolete also making individual advantage more or less gone. The only 
meaningful competitive advantage a company may gain, but often hard to sustain, after full build out, is cost 
advantage. 

A technological potential for differencing a company from another, the strategic potential, declines when the 
technology becomes accessible and affordable to everyone. The benefits of customization are today 
overwhelmed by the cost of isolation (Carr, 2003). Instead IT is today almost a perfect commodity, perfectly 
reproducible at virtually no cost and nearly indefinitely scalable when combined with technical standardization. 
There is no need to create a custom application when possible to buy ready-made and state-of-the art 
application at almost no cost. It is not just software that is replicable, but also the business activities 
embedded in the software. When buying a generic application, the company gets a generic process, possible 
to buy as any other commodities. Homogenization of capabilities and price deflation has made IT functionality 
affordable and destroyed a potential barrier to competitors. (Carr, 2003) 

Instead of assessing the digital landscape and then planning for the company’s next move, another approach 
may be taken. To create an affective digital strategy, Kane et. al (2015), suggest to start from the standpoint of 
rethinking business and rethinking commerce. By first challenging the patterns of social interactions and then 
work back into how those capabilities are made available or enriched by the digital trends. New capabilities 
will then make new solutions possible and desired solutions will demand new emergent capabilities. 

2.5.2 STRATEGY 

Digital strategies are unique to the organizations and the industries in which they compete, which also is 
evident when looking at the different technologies they are using (Kane et. al. 2016). Competitive advantage 
with technology is only available when achievable at high cost and lack of standardization as mentioned above. 
Some companies (eBay) had superior insight how IT would change an industry and could stake out 
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commanding positions. The advantage the company got conferred additional advantage such as scale 
economics and brand recognition more durable than the technology itself. When a resource becomes essential 
to competition, but inconsequential to strategy risks it become more important than the advantage it may 
provide. It may be more important to identify and analyze what happens in an IT disruption, for example not 
able to produce and distribute might lead to a bad reputation. This may be even more important than to think 
of the future. (Carr, 2003)  

Making use of data, adding descriptors will in combination with other data allow for new insights and 
therefore new opportunities and the company’s value proposition will increase. Organizations must get better 
at managing information as a strategic asset and align IT investments with the business strategy (Earley, 2014). 
It is the digital strategy and the effectiveness of communicating this strategy that drives digital maturity (Kane 
et. al. 2015). The ultimate power of the strategy lies in the scope and objectives (kane et. al., 2015_2), 
technology should only be the enabler (Carr, 2003). Focusing too much on technology instead on strategy is a 
typical trap for early stage digital transformation companies (Kane et. al. 2015_2).  

The corporate business strategy itself shall be executed through digitalization (El Sawy et. al. 2016). The Danish 
toy manufacturers, LEGO’s CEO said that there was no more need for digital strategy, the need was to 
executing the strategy digitally. It is important to focus on the core strategy, not chase after adjacent markets, 
when leveraging digitalization. (El Sawy et. al. 2016). Furthermore, one needs to be careful that the 
digitalization neither deflects, nor diffuses the core business strategy, away from their core distinctive 
competencies.  

Companies that want to capitalize on digital trends should not start by researching or acquiring technology 
(Kane et. al. 2015). Instead they should envision the impact digital technologies are going to have on their 
industry, particularly to their customer experience. They need to create a long-term vision of where their 
business needs to go, that considers the organizational impact, processes and technology. Then the business 
can reverse-engineer the future and help identify the practical steps and priorities to do today. 

2.5.3 BUSINESS MODEL 

Innovation today must include business models, rather than just technology and R&D and a better business 
model often will beat a better idea or technology (Chesbrough, 2007). Berman (2012) states that companies 
with a cohesive plan for the integration of both digital and physical parts of operations, can transform their 
business model. These companies usually focus on two complementary activities, namely reshaping the 
customer proposition and transforming operations by using digital technologies to increase customer 
interaction and collaboration. This is done by building new capabilities. 

Corporations could categorize their way of working with their business model into 6 different categories 
according to the Business Model Framework (Chesbrough, 2007) 

1. The company has an undifferentiated business model. The company does not have a way of 
working with their business model and mainly compete with price and availability (Chesbrough, 
2007). 

2. The company has some differentiation in its business model. The company has some form of 
method for working with their business model and are able to do some differentiation in the 
market, i.e. they can compete with more factors than only price and availability (Chesbrough, 
2007). 

3. The company develops a segmented business model. The company is able to simultaneously 
compete in different segments, e.g. addressing one part of the market with a low-cost segment 
and another part with a high-end offer. This way the company can reach a larger part of the 
market then the type 1 and type 2 companies above (Chesbrough, 2007). 
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4. The company has an externally aware business model. In the type 4 category the company has 
started to open up its business model for external ideas, through e.g. communication platforms 
with its customers and other external parties. This enables a significantly larger set of resources 
able to feedback potential improvements or new ideas to the company’s business models 
(Chesbrough, 2007). 

5. The company integrates its innovation process with its business model. In this stage the company 
fully share their innovation process through a formalizes interface with its customers and supplies. 
By e.g. sharing roadmaps, the company will have much greater visibility into future customer 
requirements. In a similar way, a better understanding of the supply chain might enable new 
possibilities to buy raw material or find other ways of producing the customer value propositions 
(Chesbrough, 2007). 

6. The company's business model is an adaptive platform. In the final stage the experimentation is 
even more integrated in the company’s innovation process. In this stage the company might use 
spin-offs or joint ventures for experimenting with new business models or using venture capital to 
explore new business model alternatives (Chesbrough, 2007). 

Weill&Woerner (2013) mentions three trends that raise the stakes for effectiveness of digital business model. 
First trend is the digitization of all aspects of business incorporating more of customer experience, executing 
more business processes and working together with partners in the value chain. Second trend is increasing 
number of “digital natives”, that is young customers and employees who expect perfect digital experience in 
the interactions with the company. The third trend is the increased customer voice where customers have 
greater impact on the company via ratings and comments in social media etc. Weill&Woerner (2013) also state 
that before internet, businesses operated primarily in a physical world or “Place” with product transaction 
while today´s industries are shifting toward “Space” are more intangible and orientated towards customer 
experience. In the new world of “Space” components of content, packaging and infrastructure have both 
morphed and split. 

According to Weill&Woerner (2013) the digital Business model has three components, content, customer 
experience and platform. Content is a physical or a digital product as well as information about the product. 
Customer experience is what it is like to be a customer of your organization, whether buying either a physical 
or digital product. This could be a customer interface (homepage) or digitized business process (shopping cart, 
payment options, deliver alerts, order acknowledgement, customer ratings, search tools, history purchase etc.). 
The platform is a set of business processes, data and infrastructure both internal and external. It may be able 
to deliver digital and managing physical and content to the customer. The internal platform includes customer 
data and all other business processes that do not touch customer such as HR, finance and customer analytics. 
External platform includes customer choice of platform (phone, tablet, computer) the customer use for doing 
research and buying, network communication and partnership such as delivery companies. 

2.5.3.1 Barriers for Business Model Innovation 
One barrier for successful Business Model Innovation seems to be linked with the issue related to disruptive 
innovation (Christensen, 2015). When an innovation is disruptive is does not generate a lot of profit 
immediately and it does also usually compete with other similar products or services but in another way. A 
company that experiments with Business Model Innovation might come up with channels for e.g. selling 
existing products, which would take profit from the already existing business. That conflict might make 
managers resistant to experiments of the corporation's business model (Chesbrough, 2010). Chesbrough 
(2010) also state that even though managers would encourage innovative thoughts of the business model, the 
corporation might have such a strong focus on their current business model that it is almost impossible to get 
attention to new ideas about alternative business models. The only innovation that is possible to do within an 
existing business model is the innovation that improves and gain the current model and it is not possible to 
take a disruptive step that conflicts with the current model (Christensen et. al. 2016).   
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2.5.3.2 How to facilitate Business Model Innovation 
Different tools and maps, such as the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder, 2010) could facilitate the 
experimentation of new business models (Chesbrough, 2010). However, the organization must also enable a 
management and leadership culture that allows and encourage the business model experiments. To be 
successful the management must be fully committed to the Business Model Innovation initiatives. If the 
experiments would be possible to try on the actual market, instead of only being modeled on business model 
maps, the chance for success would be even greater. The more accurate the data from the experiments would 
be the more confident would the management be on the results (Chesbrough, 2010). The Business Model 
Innovation should mainly focus on creating new business models (Christensen et. al. 2016) targeting the 
customer needs (Amit & Zott, 2012). 

Amit and Zott (2012) list six different questions that should be considered for a successful Business Model 
Innovation. The initial question is to identify which customer needs that will be addressed by the new business 
model, since as Chesbrough (2010) states it is the way the value propositions is put to the customer that 
makes the real difference. Secondly, it needs to be identified what activities that would address those needs, 
how those activities should be linked to each other and by whom those activities should be carried out. By 
then it is time to identity how value could be created and what revenue models that should be applied to the 
new business model. 

2.5.4 TRANSFORMATION 

Transforming the business to keep up with competition or improving a competitive position requires certain 
changes. Berman (2012) have found three routes to transformation. Focus on customer value, transforming 
the operating model and combing these two approaches by simultaneously transforming customer value 
proposition and organizing operations for delivery. Berman (2012) also emphasizes the value of proper 
planning for integrating any additional digital components that potentially would improve the business model. 
In addition, the complementary activities of reshaping customer values propositions and transforming digital 
operations for improved customer collaboration are equally important. The demand for transforming the 
business comes primarily from a fast growth within social media channels, however the future might still 
change in unpredicted directions and companies needs to continuously evaluate the market requirements and 
being able to quickly transform in the needed direction. Main areas are still the customer value propositions, 
i.e. what is being offered and the operating model, i.e. how it is being delivered. Osterwalder, Pigneur and 
Clark (2010) uses the term channels instead of operating model. 

The need for transformation is depending on the industry, the customer and the competition from others. 
Certain industries with physical products and with customers with rather low expectations on digital 
information, could start their transformation within their operations before addressing the customer 
propositions. Berman (2012) divides the transformation process into three steps, enhance, extend and 
redefine, related to the customer value propositions and create, leverage and integrate, related to the 
operating model. 

By enhancing the customer value proposition the company modifies its existing offerings by adding digital 
feature. It might be a car manufacturer adding connected media systems or bank offering a digital interface 
through the web for its customer. The next step would be to extend the customer value propositions, by 
finding new revenue streams. This could be done by e.g. charging a monthly fee for an additional digital 
service. The final step is about redefining the customer value propositions, this could be done by finding an 
entirely new digital offer which could be changed separately, e.g. a newspaper who charges separately for a 
digital subscription (Berman, 2012). 

By creating new capabilities for the operating model companies could e.g. open online channels to engage its 
customers and attract more customers. By leveraging the information, the companies could increase customer 
expectations even further. Connecting the customers directly to supply chain systems, would give customers 
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direct information about availability and would shorten the customers time from looking at an offer until 
buying it. Leveraging the information is about optimizing the digital and physical components to get the 
maximum efficiency through the channel. By finally integrating all digital and physical elements a company 
could totally reshape their operation model. A successfully rehappened operation model would optimize all 
flow around customer engagement (Berman, 2012). 

Whether to choose one or the other path or a combination of both would of course require a deep 
understanding of the business. Berman (2012) highlights the need for further studies within the products 
positions on the physical-to-digital scale, adaptation to e.g. social networking, strategic choices by others and 
the degree of integration at every stage in the transformation process. 

To be successful in managing a continuous adaptation of the business model Berman (2012) highlights a 
couple of important capabilities. Delivering new business models are probably the most important capability 
to gain new customers and new opportunities. The capability to manage a successful customer collaboration is 
a second key to successful transformation. Successful customer collaboration involves every step in the value 
chain and companies that are successful in collaboration also gets benefits in e.g. acceleration of innovation. 

Cross channel integration is as well also important. Customers might do all communication digitally, but they 
might switch back and forth between email and social network channels. Continuity and context should 
provide a seamless interaction across all point of customer interaction (Berman, 2012). Insights from analytics 
will gain companies information on customer needs and customer behaviors. This would help a company to 
suggest add-on-purchases based on past customer behaviors. Digitally enabled the supply chain would help 
the company to optimize the entire chain. Knowing exactly where each and every package are at a given time 
would optimize the inventory as well as the supply chain. 

To achieve what is listed above the company would need to enable the networked workforce. A company 
relying on social network collaboration must foster a culture that attracts the people with the correct skills and 
mindset to complete this task. The leadership must be based on value based guidelines rather than rigid rules 
(Berman, 2012). Hence the road to a successful digital transformation is both about choosing the appropriate 
path and having the correct capabilities. This will of course both require a carful and thorough analysis as well 
has setting the leadership and the values to be able to perform the needed transformation.  

 Business Process Reengineering 

Business Process Reengineering, BPR, was described by Hammer (1993) as a way used by corporations to 
dramatically improve their performance by altering or replacing one or more of their business processes. 
Hammer (1993) used the phrase reengineering as a word for describing the process of fundamentally 
rethinking and redesigning one or more of the corporation’s business processes, to achieve dramatic 
improvements in e.g. lower cost, better quality or increased speed. BPR focuses on the core competences and 
the core strength of the corporation and by use of different technologies, BPR seeks for opportunities to 
parallelize processes that previously was done sequentially (Kurian, 2013). The essential of BPR are according 
to Kurian (2013) to link input and output more rationally to optimize efficiency.  

Hammer (1993) did not tell explicitly how to run a BPR project, though it could be decomposed in the five 
major phases, starting with develop a business vision, followed by identifying processes to be redesigned and 
measuring the performance of those existing processes to be able to in the end conclude whether an 
improvement has occurred or not. The last two phases are then about identifying IT to lever the business and 
to finally implement a prototype process to verify the result. BPR should be distinguished form a continuous 
improvement project, since the scope for a BPR project is to achieve radical improvement, while a continuous 
improvement project continuously should improve the existing business processes (Kallio et. al, 1999). The 
characteristics of the BPR could still be aligned with existing company improvement initiatives and do mainly 
focus the organization towards its business processes, keeping a customer focus and promoting team work, 
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order and leadership. Then IT is used as an enabler to achieving radically increased efficiency. However, IT 
alone will not do the work (Cruceru, 2014) 

Business Process Reengineering is not only about evaluating the need for performing activities, it is also to 
evaluate how well they are performed (Hammer, 1993). A key issue causing efficiency loss in several 
corporations is the problem of process fragmentation (Hammer, 1993). Kallio et. al. (1999) lists several key 
aspects of BPR which are related to the aspects of rapid- and radical change, high business potential, dramatic 
improvement as well as technology as the main enabler. However high risk, is also mentioned as a key aspect, 
since there are a lot of risks related to BPR that needs to be carefully managed to avoid failure (Kallio et. al, 
1999).  

A BPR process could be used for several different purposes and implemented in different ways depending on 
the size and need for the corporation. A key for SMEs within manufacturing is to keep an adaptable and 
efficient manufacturing process (Cruceru, 2014). Roberts (1997) suggest to use the BPR process for facilitating 
such processes, while Han (2012) suggest how to integrate the BPR process in an Integrated Manufacturing 
Application Server. Cruceru (2014) states that the BPR is a method that enables a SME to take control of and 
solve its own problems by redesigning business processes that involves changes throughout the entire 
organization. 

Main success factors summarized by Cruceru (2014) are integration of the BPR process into the corporate 
strategy with high focus from the entire management. In addition, communication, active participation and 
correct skills are needed for the employees participating in the BPR implementation. In the opposite way, the 
main reasons for failure are lack of acceptance and attention from the management and lack of skills and 
experience on how to implement a BPR project. Also, inflexibility and omitting external factors as well as 
relying too much on the IT-systems to solve the problems are mentioned as common causes for failure 
(Cruceru, 2014). 

 Business Model Canvas 

A shared understanding is usually good for any constructive discussion, meeting or work-shop. Osterwalder, 
Pigneur and Clark (2010) uses this as their starting point for motivating the need for their concept of describing 
a business model. The business model describes how a company creates value. If reality changes the business 
model should be aligned with the new reality for the company to continue to create the same amount of value. 
Updating the business model might be a complex and time consuming process, but if everyone starts at the 
same point and discusses the same thing, it will be easier to get a common understanding and a more 
constructive discussion. Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark (2010) describes a method for managing a business 
model, the Business Model Canvas. The business model tool is specifically targeting challenges related to 
innovation and updating of old business models to be in line with the reality. The Business Model Canvas act as 
a framework when a need of updating your current way of doing business has been identified. The model 
starts from business model, easily visualize connections within the business model and creates a framework 
for easy communication in the organization. For describing the business model in a relevant and intuitively 
understandable way, Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark (2010) have divided it into 9 different building blocks. 

2.7.1 CUSTOMER SEGMENTS 

No business can survive for long without profitable customers. The customer segment group defines the 
customer the business is aiming to serve. The customers could be groups of people or other organizations. The 
customers could be organized in different sub segments as customer groups if they e.g. are reached through 
different channels or require different types of relationships, etc. There are several types of customer 
segments, e.g. trying to serve either mass market, niche market, a specific segment or multiple segments 
independent of each other (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010). 
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2.7.2 VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

The value propositions are what creates value for the customer. In short what make the customer chose one 
company over another. Typically, each customer segment need their own bundle of products or services that 
fulfill their needs and deliver the value that satisfy their needs. Typical value propositions are price, 
performance, brand, newness, design. But also, the ability to customize solutions, making sure the promised 
value could be delivered or helping a customer reducing their cost or risk are examples of value propositions 
(Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010).  

2.7.3 CHANNELS 

The Channels describes how the Value Propositions are delivered to the Customer Segments. A company could 
choose between a variety of mixes of channels to satisfy its customer needs. In general, a channel could be 
owned by the company itself or be provided by a partner and it could be direct or indirect. Each channel type 
could also be divided into five different phases, covering the initial phase of creating a customer awareness of 
the company products, through evaluation, purchase and delivery, ending with aftersales activities and 
customer support (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010). 

2.7.4 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 

Having defined the customer segments a company want to target, the value propositions to be used for each 
customer segment and through which channels to deliver these value propositions, the company would most 
likely still not succeed without defining which relationships it would like to have with its customers. The 
customer relationships may be driven by different motives, such as acquisition, retention, upselling, etc. 
Several different categories of customer relationships may co-exist with a customer segment. Customer 
relationships could for example either be built upon human interaction or self-service interactions with 
different levels of automation. Customer relationship could also be managed through communities, where a 
company utilizes some customers to benefit the relationship with other customers (Osterwalder, Pigneur and 
Clark, 2010). 

2.7.5 REVENUE STREAMS 

When the customers pay for the value the company provide, they are generating a revenue stream into the 
company. Revenue streams are either of transactional type as one-time payment, or of recurring type such as 
a subscription or post support activities. The revenue streams could be of several different types such as asset 
sales, usage fees, brokerages fees, subscriptions, licensing or advertising. The pricing mechanism for each 
stream could be fixed or dynamic. In addition, the pricing mechanism would also be adapted to e.g. the 
product features, the customer segment characteristics, real-time market considerations, etc. (Osterwalder, 
Pigneur and Clark, 2010). 

2.7.6 KEY RESOURCES 

The key resources are the resources that creates the value propositions, that are offered to the customer 
segments, through the channels. The key resources could be categorized in physical resources, such as 
manufacturing equipment, buildings, machines etc; Human resources in e.g. highly knowledge intensive and 
research industries; intellectual resources like brands, patents, copyrights, etc; and financial resources, like 
cache, lines of credits or different stock options usable for the customers (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 
2010). 

2.7.7 KEY ACTIVITIES 

The key activities are the activities that needs to be performed to create the value propositions. The key 
activities are usually categories in, production, problem solving and platform or networking. Production is 
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common among all manufacturing industries and problem solving is typical for service business, like 
consultants, hospitals etc. Business models building on the platform category are typical various software 
platforms and various solutions that are provided for certain customer segments (Osterwalder, Pigneur and 
Clark, 2010). 

2.7.8 KEY PARTNERSHIPS 

Most companies need partners to create their value propositions, since very few companies own all their 
resources needed for to perform all the activities in their business model. Partnerships could be formed due to 
different reasons and different purpose. A joint venture might be formed to reach a new business; strategic 
alliances might be form between both competitors and non-competitors and the buyer and the supplier 
usually develop a relationship to assure reliable supplies. There are also different motivations for forming a 
partnership. The buyer and the supplier might form a partnership for optimizing the flow and lowering the cost. 
Strategic alliances could be formed between competitors to reduce risks and partnerships could be form to 
acquire important resources for its own business (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010). 

2.7.9 COST STRUCTURE 

Unfortunately, everything comes with a cost. The cost structure describes the most important costs that occur 
while operating the business model. The costs are generated by the different steps it takes to create the value 
propositions, which in turns generates the revenue. The cost structure is usually distinguished in two different 
variants, cost driven business and value driven business. Cost driven business focus at lowering the cost in all 
possible places while the value driven business focus more on creating value than necessarily lowering cost. 
Though, lowering cost should not be neglected even in a value-driven organization. Cost structures are usually 
categorized in fixed and variable costs, which is whether the cost varies with the number of units produced or 
not and economies of scale and economies of scope, which benefit businesses that could increase their scale, 
e.g. producing more units of same type, or increase their scope producing more units of different types 
(Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010). 

 

Figure 3: Business Model Canvas, Strategyzed.com [2017-03-01] 
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The main usage scenarios for the Business Model Canvas are as a visualization tool. Most of the users who 
have adopted the Business Model Canvas tools also states that it has a practical and simple user interface and 
it is good for facilitating discussions (Osterwalder, A., Hanshaw, N. 2015). Categorizing a company’s business 
using the building blocks described in 2.7.1 to 2.7.9 and posting them in the canvas as described in Figure 3, 
will give an easy visible overview of a company’s business model. While analyzing the business model, the left 
part of the canvas describes the efficiency of the business model and the right part the value. Modifying the 
business model by e.g. increasing the digitalization, should hence either improve the efficiency or increase the 
value to give an overall effect on the company’s result. The Canvas is especially promoted for use by CIO for 
getting on overview of IT related matters in the organization without getting into too many details. Using the 
Canvas to guide the business perspective of the business model and then aligning with the application and 
technical perspectives are the recommended methods by, Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark (2010). The 
application perspective refers to how to describe the applications that leverages your business model and the 
technical perspective refers to the technology that enables and drives the applications. 

 Theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework used, have proven the need to digitally transform every business (Valentine, 2014) 
(Bernoff, 2013) (Berman, 2012) (El Sawy et. al. 2016). Even though it is not possible to tell when the need will 
occur, it is better to be safe than sorry and prepare the business for change, being ready to grasp new 
opportunities when they will occur (Chesbrough, 2010) (Hammer, 1993).  As an initial outcome of the theory 
review a couple of areas have been identified as key areas related to how a company should work with their 
business model to prepare for, and succeed in, their digital transformation. 

2.8.1 RE-CREATE THE BUSINESS MODEL 

To achieve large disruptive improvements, it is not enough to continuously improve the business model, it 
must be re-invented (Christensen et. al. 2016) (Valentine, 2014) (Cruceru, 2014). The Business Model Canvas, 
will facilitate the re-invention by visualizing new alternatives, but it will not make the decision to go for an 
entirely new business model. Top management needs to be committed and have a clear vision on how to work 
with digital transformation. When the vision is in place the strategy could be created and the company could 
build an organization and create processes to support the vision. 

 

Figure 4: Flow for enabling re-creation of the business model. 
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HYPOTHESIS 1 

H1: A clear vision on how to transform is an enabler for the organization to set ways of working, 
responsibilities and rules for investments. 

2.8.2 SKILLS AT THE TOP MANAGEMENT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION 

For the top management to be able to create a vision that would support a successful digitalization process 
they need to have the appropriate skills and knowledge. Appropriate knowledge among the top management 
and reshaping of the business model, has been identified as key areas (Larsson, 2015) (Whitehurst, 2016) 
(Valentine, 2014). Though, the skills and knowledges at top management in areas related to digital 
transformation are considerable low, compared to what they should be to secure success (Weill&Woerner, 
2016) (Valentine, 2014) (Kane et. al. 2015) and the importance of business model innovation is considerable 
high, compared to how it is treated in several organizations (Andriole, 2017) (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016). The 
skills of the top management and how the business model innovation in an organization is treated might be 
related. It is likely to believe that companies with high skills at top management about digital transformation 
treat the business model innovation with high importance while companies with low skills on digital 
transformation treat the business model innovation with less importance. 

HYPOTHESIS 2 

H2: The skills at top management in digital transformation is directly related to how well the company succeed 
in their digital transformation. 

2.8.3 KEEP ATTENTION ON NONE TECHNICAL MATTERS 

Technology is the enabler, but it takes a lot more than only new technology to successfully digitally transform 
a company (Larsson, 2015) (Carr, 2003 (Kane et. al. 2015_2). Top management commitment is crucial 
(Christensen, 2015) (Andriole, 2017) (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016) (Weill&Woerner, 2016) (Valentine, 2014), 
but also other kinds of capabilities, skills and process related topics are vital for success (Westerman et. al 
2011) (Earley, 2014). I.e. once the top management have ensured themselves that they have the right skills, 
they could create the vision. Once the vision is in place and communicated, it is not new technology that needs 
to be brought as the next step. The organization capabilities and the skills of the employees are of much 
greater importance. Technology without correct organizational capabilities and sufficient employee skills will 
not be an efficient investment (Chesbrough, 2007) (Berman, 2012). 

 

Figure 5: Importance of skills, capabilities and commitment versus technology. 
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HYPOTHESIS 3 

H3: For a company to succeed in their digital transformation, they need to focus on the none technical parts 
and use the technology only as an enabler. 

2.8.4 VISUALIZATION OF THE BUSINESS MODEL 

Using tools for visualizing and exploring opportunities in the business model facilitates the process of 
experimenting and testing new business ideas (Osterwalder, 2010) (Chesbrough, 2010). The Business Model 
Canvas (Osterwalder, 2010) is an example of a framework for visualizing a business model. Using the Business 
Model Canvas, the value propositions, how it is linked to its needed activities and how this in the end will 
generate revenue will be clearly visualized for everyone involved (Amit and Zott, 2012). The Business Model 
Canvas is furthermore an easy to use tool, with a lot of available examples and explanations on the Internet, 
which will lower the threshold for people to participate in the business model invention process. By visualizing 
the business model in a standardized way and setting the process for how to work with the business model 
innovation, it will be easier to communicate about the business model within the company. The board as well 
as different steering committees could use a common tool and share information between each other in a 
common way, easily understandable for everyone involved. 

 

Figure 6: Key reasons for visualizing the business model. 

HYPOTHESIS 4 

H4: The Business Model Canvas is a suitable tool for visualizing the business model when exploring 
opportunities for digitalizing a business. 
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3 METHOD  

The purpose of this thesis is to come up with suggestions on how a company within a defined industry should 
work with their digital transformation and to evaluate how a tool, such as the Business Model Canvas, could 
facilitate this process.  

 The research approach 

A research could use either a deductive- or inductive approach. The deductive research forms its hypotheses 
based on the theory and searched for an answer in the collected data, while the inductive research collects 
data and builds a theory based on the analysis of the collected data (Saunders, 2009). The object to be studied 
in this thesis is a mid-sized manufacturing company in Sweden. The impression given by discussing with the 
top management in the company is that they are in the beginning of a phase of digital transformation. They 
have some ideas on what they would like to do, but it does not seem as they have any overall concrete plans 
that are applied to the entire company. Hence it might not be possible, at least not within a very limited time, 
to find the result on how a company should work to succeed with digital transformation, as formulated in the 
research question in chapter 1.3, by using only an inductive approach.  

Instead this thesis will be based on a deductive approach, where a theoretical position is developed before any 
data is collected. This is possible since there are, as will be shown in the literature review in chapter 3.5, quite 
a lot of literature that relates to digital transformation, even though the literature is somewhat more limited 
when it comes to manufacturing industry in Sweden, with forces on mid-sized companies in particular. 
However, the assumption is to develop a theoretical framework on an over-all general framework on how to 
deal with digital transformation and then to apply that on the Swedish manufacturing industry, to find out 
what is specifically needed for that industry. 

 The research purpose 

The purpose of a research is commonly classified into either exploratory, descriptive or explanatory researches 
(Saunders, 2009). An exploratory study strives to find the answer to “what is happening. A descriptive study 
tries to describe an accurate sample of a specific event, person or situation and an explanatory study tries to 
find relationships between e.g. a specific situation and a specific problem (Saunders, 2009). A descriptive 
approach would not answer to the questions, since it would only describe the current situation as it is and not 
explain what would be needed to be done to continue. With the explanatory study, it would on the other hand 
be possible to link certain situations and problem to specific decisions or strategies in the studied company.  
However, to be able to fully to that the problem and the potential causes of the problem needs to be quite 
clear, which is not the reality today. To get an understanding and to reveal new insights in how the company is 
working an exploratory study on how the company is working with its business model to manage digital 
transformation, needs to be done. Then, depending on the outcome of this study an explanatory study might 
be possible to do as a follow-up study, to give a deeper insight to any kind of well specified problem or 
situation. 

 The research strategy 

There are a numerous different research strategies and most of them could be used for either exploratory, 
descriptive and explanatory research (Yin 2013). Some strategies do fit better with deductive approaches and 
some with inductive approaches, though, the most important when choosing research strategy is how well the 
chosen strategy would be able to answer to the research question (Saunders, 2009). 

Saunders (2009) have chosen do explain and clarify seven different strategies, 

 experiment 
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 survey 
 case study 
 action research 
 grounded theory; 
 ethnography 
 archival research 

In the case of this thesis, the experiment-, the ethnography- nor the archival research strategies would be of 
any interest. Furthermore, the grounded theory, which typically is used with an inductive approach for 
building a theory without any developed hypotheses is rejected, due to the same motivation as described 
above for choosing the deductive approach.  

The survey strategy is usually associated with the deductive approach. It is commonly used in exploratory 
studies and is as well a popular method since it easily allows the collection of large amounts of data (Saunders, 
2009). Though, the survey usually also needs quite a large amount of data to be able to answer the research 
question, since a survey only are able to collect quantitative data (Saunders, 2009). Hence, by only using the 
survey strategy, a lot of data would be needed, which would be a challenge and no qualitative data would be 
collected, which probably would reduce the ability to give an answer to the research question.  

Action research as described by Saunders (2009) would be another possible approach, which uses an iterative 
way of working, were findings are tested and the feedback as input for further studies. An action research 
strategy would probably be one of the best strategies for answering the research question and in the same 
time guiding the company being researched on how they should proceed in order to succeed with their digital 
transformation. However, in order to be able to do this the researcher usually have to be involved in the 
actions being taken (Saunders, 2009) to iteratively being able to plan, execute and evaluate the results. 
Unfortunately, neither time nor availability is possible for such an approach at this moment. Hence the case 
study seems to be the right alternative. The case study is as well a commonly used method in several research 
areas. Case studies could also be done in an exploratory way (Yin, 2013), to explore possible outcomes of an 
intervention that has no clear outcomes. In the case-study it is furthermore recommended to use both 
quantitative and qualitative data, which would be very easy to achieved on the company chosen to be studied. 
A limited amount of quantitative data collected from e.g. surveys would then be verified by qualitative data 
collected from e.g. interviews by the top management. Hence according to Saunders (2009) our data collection 
would correspond to a mixed model research, by using both qualitative and quantitative data to be analyzed in 
combination by either qualitising or quantitising the collected data. We achieve this by using a combination of 
interviews and surveys. 

 The research design 

The research will be based using a deductive approach, with an exploratory purpose using a case-study. The 
study will be performed by using interviews and surveys based on the theoretical framework. The research 
flow is described in a couple of steps that should be performed as visualized in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Overview on research flow. 

As stated in Figure 7 the first step after the area to be studied has been identified is to select a company to 
study. A main key when selecting a company to study in a time limited thesis as this is the interest of the 
company to participate. To ensure access to people for interview and high respond rates at surveys it is vital 
that there is a clear support from the top management of the company for performing the study. Secondly, 
having good connections and relations to company would of course facilitate this process further. On the other 
hand, doing like this there is a risk of not finding the optimal company for the research, since the interest from 
the company nor the relations and connections is not relevant for the research question as such.  

 Literature Review 

3.5.1 SEARCH CRITERIA 

The idea behind this thesis was to study “digitalization” within “Swedish manufacturing industry”. Furthermore, 
the idea was to study the impact of the digitalization based on what areas that cause the most issues while a 
company was transforming in a “digitalization process”. The “Swedish manufacturing industry” is well defined 
and is a commonly used phrase within the literature (Enerbäck, 2015) (Heyman, et. al. 2016). The usage of 
“digitalization” as defined by Westerman (2011) as the use of technology to radically improve performance or 
reach of enterprises, is on the other hand commonly replaced in the literature by other phrases are such as 
“digital transformation”, (Andriole, 2017) (Uhl et. al. 2016) (Whitehurst, 2016), “digitizing” (Friedrich et. al. 
2010), or “digital disruption” (Sandström & Karlsson, 2016) (Weill&Woerner, 2016).  

Main search phrase Variants  

manufacturing,  
manufacturing + industry 
Enterprise 
Swedish 
left out from search criteria 

digitalization  digital + transformation 
Table 1: Main search phrases to analyze the chosen topic 

To understand the possible impacts that digitalization, as defined by Westerman, (2011) the usage of selected 
areas of interest for a successful digitalization was analyzed in the found literature. The number of occurrences 
of the selected areas are presented in Table 2. 
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Area of problem found in the literature Number of articles were the specific area was 
discussed 

Lack of Management/leadership (CEO, CIO) skills 
or unclear roles, etc. to transform business 

9 

Lack aligned Vision/strategy, conflicting goals 7 
Need different Business model 7  
Lack of skills 4 
Too much trust in Technology, not Innovative use 
of technology  

4 

Lack of organizational capabilities 
 

3 

Need new Business process 2 
Transformation (change management) 1 
Lack urgency 1 
Finance 1 

Table 2: Number of occurrences of the possible areas of impact in the reviewed literature 

Based on the areas of problems listed in Table 2, yet another search was performed, but now by adding a 
combination of the search phrases listed in Table 3. 

Search phrase for impact Variants 

Skills Knowledge 
Leadership 

Strategy 

Business model  
Table 3: Additional search phrase for analyzing possible areas of problem 

In addition to the search phrases listed in Table 1 and Table 3, searches were also done using a Swedish 
translation of the listed search phrases. 

3.5.2 LITERATURE SELECTION PROCESS 

The literature chosen has been selected according to a three-step process. 

1. The title and initial information from the search engine was used to select if a specific piece of literature 
relevant at all. 

2. If the piece of literature was considered to be relevant, the abstract and/or the summary were read in 
order to decide if the specific piece of literature was relevant enough to be used as a reference. 

3. If the specific piece of literature was decided to be used as a reference, also the references in specific 
piece of literature were studied using the same three step process. 

Mainly three different search engines were used, Google, Google Scholar and the BTH Library. Google did 
mainly provide more reports from commercial companies compared to Google Scholar and BTH who mostly 
provided scientific articles and books. 

 Data collection 

The data collection will be done using surveys and interviews.  

The interview will first map the current company business model using the Business Model Canvas. Then the 
representative from the company will be interviewed to get their view on potential areas to be digitally 
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transformed. For this a couple of questions will be used recommended by Osterwalder (2010), Westerman et. 
al (2011) and Chesbrough (2007). 

The surveys will collect data to understand the level of digitalization at the company today, compared with 
other similar companies in the business. The surveys will be based on a survey created by Weill and Woerner 
(2015) and on a survey created by Dell Technologies (2017). Both those surveys have published results from 
previous survey sessions, which makes it possible to compare the results from a new respondent towards 
earlier respondents. 

 Company to study 

The company referred to above will be mentioned as Pseudo tools a manufacturing company, with a long 
history, with operations that has evolved over time. The company is a major Scandinavian market player 
within the industry and with several own brands. Nevertheless the company is of moderate size, with a 
turnover of approximately SEK 500 million and currently around 300 employees.  

3.7.1 ORGANIZATION 

Pseudo Tools is organized in two major parts, sales and manufacturing.  

The four sales units A, B, C and D are self-managed at different locations, but dependent on the general 
infrastructure for manufacturing, supply chain, IT infrastructure etc. Unit A is the largest of those sales units 
with more than half of the revenue. 

 

Figure 8: Company structure 

Pseudo Tools management team consists of the CEO, CFO, CIO and the four general managers from all the 
sales units. Also, the R&D manager and the production manager are represented. See Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Company organization 

The areas with the most influence in the business model are sales, manufacturing and supply chain. This while 
Pseudo tools consist of numerous different units with high demand on cooperation. Hence, these areas are of 
special interest also for the digital transformation. Focus will therefore be on the largest sales units, unit A and 
certain positions in the production units. All positions found interesting for this thesis is marked with red in 
Figure 9. 

 Respondents at the company 

People at the following positions at the company are of interest as interview/survey respondents: 

 The CEO for the group is responsible for four brands, three manufacturing sites, a central 
inventory. The CEO has been at the position for 5 month and at the company for 6 years. 

 The sales manager for largest sales unit, unit A, see Figure 8, has the whole product portfolio and 
two product segments with a total of 18 people from which 7 are in-house sales people. The sales 
manager is also responsible for the brand, market plans and market segments. 

 The In-house communication manager responsible for all advertising material, product 
information, exhibitions, homepages and all digital channels such as social media and other leads 
to the homepage. Today four people in total. 

 The CIO is responsible for aligning all IT solutions and view of those in the group.  This means 
owner of the enterprise systems, PIM (Product information system), databases and all 
infrastructure but also all process that support tasks in those systems. It is not about the data such 
as product data. 

 The COO is responsible for almost the complete value chain. It is about procurement of materials, 
forecast of production, order management from sales, logistics, assembling, packing and outbound 
shipping. 
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 The logistics manager responsible for inventory and shipping, planning for some manufacturing 
sites, inventory control for approximately 5000 articles. 

The interviews will be done with help of questions in Appendix A, to try to find a digital approach to the nine 
areas in the Business Model Canvas. To find areas or processes to digitalize or find areas that would prevent or 
destruct the digital transformation and find activities and resource need to be successful. 
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This chapter contains consolidated information from the interviews and the surveys done with all the 
respondents at the company.  

Early on a limitation was made to only analyze one brand (sales company A) and the manufacturing 
organization. Three product groups were chosen to discuss about. One more or less a commodity, one 
premium priced and one tailored. A brief description of Pseudo tools business model is that they develop, 
manufacture, sell and distribute building materials for different usage (here after called products). 

The company has paid attention on how the surrounding and the industry itself has been changing and how 
they believe they have to change their value proposition to stay competitive. A handful of digital projects has 
started within the company with various success rate. The company has started to align all digital 
improvement projects, but no documented cross-company digital vision is today available. There is though one 
digital strategy that describes some possible areas to improve and how to do.  

 The business model according to the Business Model Canvas 

To get an understanding of the business model used at the company the Business Model Canvas, was used 
during the interviews to draw the company current business model.  

The Business Model Canvas worked well to create a shared understanding. It was easy to use Business Model 
Canvas during the interview to talk about different building blocks and there influence on the business model 
and the way the company made business. Especially when respondent where not very informed within the 
matter or worked closed to that area of the business in their daily work. 

A shared understanding among the interviewed was perceived easy to get. Areas where tradeoffs are common 
but not necessarily easy to explain where quite easy managed. Why, for example single unit production vs. 
mass-production, lead time vs price, storage vs. just-in-time vs. was easy to visualize in the model for those 
that were not familiar with the specific issue. 

The focus in the interviews were always heading back to the value proposition and how this value could be 
distributed to the different customer segments. The value side (marketing and sales), must be able to deliver 
value to the customer and the effective (here production) side need to deliver those propositions as efficient 
as possible.  

The visual description the Business Model Canvas gave of the business model were perceived (when asked) as 
very informative by the interviewed. Most discussion were about the value proposition, which probably is the 
one area where cooperation problem within a manufacturing company may exist. A lot of discussions emerged 
about not to set value propositions not agreed upon by both the market and sales people and the operations 
people. The Business Model Canvas gave a clear view of the value proposition to discuss around. 

4.1.1 CUSTOMER SEGMENTS 

The company has primary and secondary customers. Primary customers are the professional users that are 
seen as main consumer even though it often is the wholesalers, architects and consultants that order for a 
specific product or brand. Secondary customers are real estate companies, construction companies and 
private consumers.  

The major part of the revenue today is generated by the wholesalers, that then sell products further to the 
other customer segments. Just a small part of the total revenue is created without the wholesalers influence in 
the values stream. 
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4.1.2 VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

As a typical manufacturer, the value proposition to the costumer has been the brand and the products it-self 
delivered by traditional distribution channels via wholesalers. This will most probably be the case also in the 
future, but a lot of supplementary value could probably be distributed via other channels where some of those 
may be digital. 

With use of the Business Model Canvas and while discussing about why the customer choose just their 
products, and what additional value they give the customer, the overall picture point towards safety, 
availability, simplicity, brand and design but also about flexibility. 

Safety 

The reason Pseudo tools are the preferred choice is due to the known brand and large market share, and the 
safety the product therefore brings. Faulty products or faulty use of the products will be costly to replace and 
therefor safety is a value proposition with a known and large brand. Products are always tested and type 
approved by accredited institutes. The company shall, and have always been, leading industry innovation and 
shall deliver great service to customers. 

The company has solid historical and financial record and is stable enough to be in business for years. This 
probably increase the safety feeling while they will be available for future possible complaints 

Simplicity 

The product is easy to use due to product design and great functionality. User instructions are available on 
paper but also in online documents and some also in instruction movies on the homepage. Simplicity means 
less time-consuming installation and cost savings for the user. The company wants to establish comfortable 
and easily accessible order and delivery to save time for the customer. 

The company also supports the professional user with training, how to install the product, and today it is 
possible to get support on phone. The company actively helps the user “to use the product correct” which also 
strengthen safety value. 

Availability 

With all, or most, products on the shelf with possible immediate delivery or manufactured with short lead-
time, availability is a value proposition. Not the least for the wholesales, where availability makes it possible 
for them to decrease their inventory and instead order smaller just-in-time orders. 

Design/brand 

The premium products use good looking design and use the brand name connected with values proposition 
above to create exclusivity. 

The CEO mean that the value proposition and the competitive advantage could further be strengthened by 
even further costumer commitment to the brand. By giving especially professional costumers more accessible 
training (complemented with instructions on the web), and easy access to instructions and instructional film 
the brand will be (as today) the preferred choice by the professional users. The life for these costumers should 
be made easy.  

Flexibility (prospect) 

Flexibility is a value proposition under creation. The company wants to have standard products easily 
accessible, but also within boundaries in even greater occurrence, manufacture special editions. 
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With further digitalization, this value proposition possibly would be easier to create with more tailored 
products and/or increased availability. Today a configurator helps the customer to choose product, or if 
outside set standard boundaries, possible to configure a tailored solution. A simpler supply chain would 
increase the value proposition in two ways. For tailored products, but also create ability for smaller and then 
more affordable orders. 

4.1.3 CHANNELS 

The company tries to address customer segments within their interest. Their challenge is to target a limited 
customer segmented with the information of interest and still have cross-channel consistency. The different 
segments have different needs and interest and the risk is that the message is blurred if not focused enough. 
This is even more complicated when the wholesalers in-between Pseudo tools and the end customers, in the 
value stream. Also, the difference in customer patterns with different geographical (countries) add more 
complexity 

Primary 

The professional users are reached through the wholesalers indirectly, but also directly by sales people, 
arranged training, exhibitions and fairs. Digital instruction movies and digital distribution of production 
specification is used today and found on the homepage available for download. This is a value proposition 
given the professional user digitally today. Also, product specifications, test protocol, assembly instructions etc. 
is delivered via the homepage. This distribution could be more convenient by use of a more adequate PIM 
(Product Information System) system in the future. 

Wholesaler position is perceived to be changing, not the least due to customer age, and their new digital 
habits. This will in the future possible change how Pseudo tools are working with logistics. Also, the brand and 
the homepage with a more customer segment responsive digital platform maybe essential. The professional 
users are for example not interested in inspirational pictures as end-consumers are usually not interested in 
product specifications. 

The architects and consultants find Pseudo tools products via 3D CAD objects, distributed via their CAD system 
or easily downloaded today from the homepage. The company has also physical showrooms for consumers to 
visit and get inspiration and a touch- and feel experience.  

Secondary 

The secondary customer gets design ideas and inspiration via social media platforms. Facebook, YouTube, 
Pinterest and Instagram are used to give inspiration. Also, activities as to be visible in the correct magazines, 
TV programs and forums is vital to meet the end-customers. 

4.1.4 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 

Professional users are reached through exhibitions and fares as mentioned above, but also trading activates 
arranged to show products. Wholesalers are meet in the yearly sales and bonus arrangements. 

The value proposition must per the CEO be consistent throughout channels such as social media, newsletter 
and other channels, something that today is possible to improve. Today’s newsletters are not targeted for a 
specific customer segment, even if the different segments are not interested in the same value proposition. 
For example, professional users are interested in new products, safety, availability and simplicity while 
consumers probably are most interested in design and maybe safety. Therefore, a better segmented targeting 
must be done. Here cross-channel consistency is also seen as important. The company wants to improve and 
segment, but also align its message about their value proposition. 
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The company also wants to strengthen is brand affiliation, by for example more training, streamed training or 
possible webinars and better instruction movies available on the homepage. More direct and closer 
communications with the professional users are desirable as well as use of digital channels as webinars and 
such to expose new products. 

Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest and Instagram are used to give inspiration and a keep a connection to the end-
consumers and to create a need for the company’s product.  

4.1.5 REVENUE STREAMS 

Revenue streams are today created by selling of products primarily to wholesalers for further distribution. 
Larger customers get kick-back bonuses. The company is in a situation where they are able to set market prices 
for the products. Tailored products are sold through a more direct supply chain. 

While in a price-leader situation improved profit potential may have been a bit neglected. Future development 
work with supplementary products and/or tailored or mass-customized products may increase profit. There 
has not been need to actively lower costs or expand the market with supplementary products, and there has 
been no interest to join adjacent markets. 

Price differencing on products due to order size are not made satisfactory today according to the company and 
more dynamic pricing may be needed in the future. 

4.1.6 KEY RESOURCES 

All human resources such as sales, marketing and R&D and of course knowledge about manufacturing are key 
resources. Also, Supply chain and logistics system and processes for procurement, production planning, 
logistics etc. are key resources as well as physical assets such as manufacturing sites and machinery. 

Intangible assets 

There are also quite many intangible assets such as the company´s brands and their good reputation. Patents, 
industry approvals and product testing are all barriers for new entrants. Also, the market size and the market 
approval is an intangible asset in a way. Data from Production, logistics, marketing and sales for analysis and 
decision making as well as production data is a key resource growing in importance with digital transformation. 

4.1.7 KEY ACTIVITIES 

Sales and marketing via customer relations such customer visits, exhibitions, seminars, training and use of 
showrooms supplemented with use of digital medias such as Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube and 
newsletters to create a relation to the customer is a key activity. 

Research and development: Product development, design, testing and industry approval. Also, modularization 
of the product to create mass-part production is in the future an area to improve. 

Manufacturing and assembling to make more efficient and to keep the balance between different areas such 
as availability vs. lead time, mass production vs. one-piece production, assembly, picking and packing and to 
improve flexibility and increase ability to change to surrounding influences. Also, procurement of material and 
services are a key activity.  

Data analysis for analysis and forecasts, for faster and better decisions is essential all over the company. 
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4.1.8 KEY PARTNERSHIPS 

Some of the assembly lines are outsourced to partners. Technical research institutes are used for testing and 
approvals. Wholesalers while major consumers and distribution channel of physical products and Enterprise 
systems suppliers to improve how systems are used. Material Suppliers are essential to make closer partners 
to shorten lead-times. 

4.1.9 COST STRUCTURE 

Human resources are a major cost, both in manufacturing but also in marketing and sales. Production sites and 
heavy investments made in machines and material cost for manufacturing, are among larger costs. 

Within the enterprise, system digitalization of process seems to have reached the furthest around financial 
unit with automated systems for supplier invoices and financial reports and which are mobile accessible. Also, 
timesheet reporting is today managed via mobile phones.  

 Focus areas for improvement 

Using the interview questions in Appendix A, several focus areas emerged that the company already planned 
to improve or they wanted to improve in the future. 

4.2.1 DATA AND DATA ANALYTICS 

4.2.1.1 Collect relevant data 
The company has found a need for better raw data for analysis and the perception is that it today is difficult to 
get raw data to do analysis and to make decisions. Some data is possible to get from existing systems, with 
new skills or help with data extraction. This must be handled to be able to do analysis, find the trend, and react 
faster and make better decisions. Data is also an enabler for effective measurements of projects and 
operations the organization. 

There is also a problem with existing data such as product data where sometimes poor control of master data 
is evident. Some data is available in the enterprise system and some in other system. Some product or brands 
use totally different systems. Today there is a risk that not correct data is used. The company believes there is 
a need for one master product data system.  

There is a need to harmonize data to see what attributes that shall be available for every product. Also, what 
data that is product specific and what data is not. Use system to assure there is a master. There must also be 
evident who is responsible for what. For example, one function may be responsible for the system, one 
function for some attributes and another function for other attributes. 

Sales data are today provided from the wholesalers and for some customer segments by market research. 
There is a company desire to identify customer need and then get some data. Today this is complicated while 
distribution channel is via wholesalers. The desired state is to own data to see customer response after sales 
and marketing activities etc. 

4.2.1.2 Data analytics  
Production planning could be improved by data analytics. These analyses could handle more convenient batch 
sizes and stabilize production, handle material supplies, which all would lead to lower costs.  

Today just data from own sales companies or from wholesalers are available as described above. More 
available and timely data and transparency in orders would make it possible to provide better service. Maybe 
this is possible through either merchandise at wholesalers or direct information from professional users.  
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A better use of data for better sell-forecasting and to create transparency. To know market trends and needs 
and more accurate product demand and volumes. To be able to see consumption patterns and or sell/demand 
forecasting. Will create Easier/better production and material handling and increase production efficiency. 

Use data from homepage to measure marketing and sales activities. But also, use the homepage to identify 
who the customer is and what they do on the homepage to increase the value proposition. Create a strategy 
for improvements. 

There are though negative aspects with mora data and the use of it. Use of more data will increase need for 
higher security, possibility to segment authorization for need to and nice to have access. The sheer volume of 
data increase the risk for mishaps, intrusions, risk to leak sensitive information, distort or mistakenly make 
changes in the data. 

4.2.2 KNOWLEDGE AND TRAINING 

During interviews, there were evident the interviewed believed that today’s system could be used much better 
if the information where better collected. Today it is sometimes not possible to see what information that is 
correct. There were also as mentioned earlier not knowledge enough to make adequate logistics and supply 
chain data extractions and not resources enough to get help to receive those.  

Product data management was mentioned as hindering some digitalization projects today, even if not a 
“digital” problem. Clear product data would streamline distribution via digital measures such as homepage and 
create cross-channel consistency which would increase customer satisfaction. But to harmonize data is an 
organizational problem while procuring a master system and get it running is a digitalizing and process 
problem.  

It is necessary to use the technology correct. The technology itself is not the solution. It is also about 
organization and processes, not just technology and tools. Organizational ambiguities such as who is owner of 
the system and who is owner of the process and who is owner of the information used in the process and 
managed in the system must be managed.  

Sales and consumer activities is managed in a separate system and not fully used. Data about and data actual 
sales is collected from wholesalers and analysis therefore gets blunt. Collection first hand data or using today’s 
data for cause and effect analysis of sales and marketing activities is a need. Marketing data such as homepage 
views is not either completely analyzed for example conversion rate to sales. Sales and marketing could 
improve management control from system data if used correctly, with set goals and more effective follow-ups. 

There is a need for training how to use existing systems better and to increase know-how how to possible use 
them. In some cases, even to handle daily operations (need to much support today). There is also a need for 
training in own tools how to use them effectively and get proper results. It is probably also good to benchmark 
the use to get inspiration from others. It may also in some cases, for examples sales, be necessary in the future 
to invest in new tools. It seems though that all functions may lack some skills to use the systems they have 
optimal, neither know how to improve them without inspiration, or use the system for proper data analysis. 

4.2.3 DIGITALIZATION AND AUTOMATIZATION OF PROCESSES 

4.2.3.1 Improve processes and ownership 
During the interviews, some processes were identified that could be improved by change in organization or 
areas of responsibility. Also, areas were related how today’s system, an improved or a new system could 
improve how the company works 

In-house sale and order recipients is not used the most efficient way for example. In-house sales take too 
much support (about products and order etc.) which is possible to manage other way. Order recipients 
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support in-house sales with order information. It must be possible to handle support via chat/homepage to 
decrease pressure on in-house sales. Let order recipients’ handle all support questions directly. To chat with 
the correct person directly. 

In the projects were New/digital system are to be implemented or improved, ownership is not always clear. 
Questions as, what are the requirements on the system, who is responsible for updating, who is responsible 
for the information in the system and who support the system? This ambiguous organization influence success 
rate negatively in those technology projects. 

Improve service with more information more accessible (without human influence), access to product 
instructions etc. easily via homepage, information about products direct in the Architects cad system with all 
information, easily converted to a sale. The company want to push information on the consumer to convert to 
sale. 

Better use of marketing automation, and process the customer when entering for example the homepage. 
Today the customer enters the “store” but could not “buy”. 

4.2.3.2 Use today’s system better 
Today’s systems could be used in a better way with for example training in the system, inspiration how to use 
them etc. as mentioned earlier. It is also though about using supplier that better could provide good data and 
information about the customer. Today’s challenge is the broad customer base with numerous customer 
segments that needs to be meet. 

Today Pseudo tools is not always using the same systems or use central product data to distribute to 
decentralized homepages etc. Work is under progress to find synergies and use same tools. Furthermore, 
existing systems is not optimally used in areas such as production planning and material availability. 

It is probably also possible to expand the digital value proposition sent to consumers via information and 
training on the web 

It may be useful to create internal forums for improvements, to share information and inspiration. This could 
be done cost efficient by using digital medias in text and film. All improvements suggested shall be analyzed 
and actions taken to make improvements or disregard the suggestion 

4.2.4 MANAGE FUTURE CHANGED CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR 

The end consumer seems to find it more important to be special and appreciate tailored solutions. Also, 
professional user’s preferences are changing due to Changed building process with more focus on just-in-time 
and 3D CAD. The wholesaler position seems to be changing, not the least due to their customer age with 
different habits how to buy things. It has also changed due to increased use of own brands, increased imports 
and smaller order sizes and decreased and decentralized inventory. Tighter connection with wholesalers, for 
example their inventory status is vital for Pseudo Tools production and own inventory. 

It must be analyzed and defined how future customer wants to order. Sales and production must meet around 
unambiguous value proposition. Maybe increase focus on availability while this value proposition is something 
that some customers’ segments are prepared to pay extra for and that may increase in interest in the future. 
Today no difference is made in price for a stock refill order and an emergency shipping. Pricing must match 
delivery availability, and in the future and order may have to be delivered in the morning the day after, but 
then also be priced thereafter  

It is also interesting how the customer want the order products will be delivered in the future. Maybe 
customers need or want a different packing, maybe not any longer in bulk loads but for example more just-in-
time with complementary products in the same package. 
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Possibility to order through different digital channels may also create flexibility for the consumers but at the 
same time complicate cross channel consistency.  

The brand shall be even stronger and a more responsive digital platform, for example the homepage, maybe 
essential. The professional users are not interested in inspirational pictures as end-consumers usually are not 
interested in product specifications. Different customer segments do not enter the platforms in the same way 
so way of entry or at least “own choice” when entering the platform for a responsive homepage is necessary 
to optimize customer need and interest.  

Must though make the customer’s value proposition more clear and there is a need for better Product 
segmentation, to differentiate and possible increase market share. Need then to focus and clear-out the 
product portfolio.  

It is also important to improve capability for more focused message to different customer segments, but at the 
same time keep the Cross-channel consistency throughout all channels. The customer use internet for 
gathering information. Secondary customers enter via Instagram or Pinterest to the homepage or use other 
search criteria’s than professional users. Must be meet by a value proposition they are interested in. 
Otherwise the message risk to become blurred. 

4.2.5 MORE FOCUS ON THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

Pseudo Tools has been a traditional manufacturing company that sells to a wholesaler’s inventory. This may in 
the future change as describer earlier while wholesalers decrease inventory and start ordering smaller but in 
numbers more orders. In the future, Pseudo Tools may need to keep own inventory down a bit and, create a 
more flexible production to meet customer needs. 

Main areas related to what and how the company would like to deliver its value propositions in the future are 
described below. 

4.2.5.1 Optimize production 
To optimize production, it is necessary to keep suppliers tighter for better price, easier procurement and 
shorter lead-times. This to decrease the total lead time and to decrease material inventory. Tighter relation 
with suppliers desirable, which gives suppliers better demand forecast so suppliers also may decrease 
inventory. There is a need for better production planning optimization. It must get more strategic, or actual 
demand forecasting from sales for better production planning. This demands for correct data and analysis as 
described above. 

Simplify in-house sales process, digitalize where possible. Train and change in organization for value optimizing. 

4.2.5.2 Strive for flexibility and change redundancy 
Possible to create more simple flows, and earlier access to information between for example sales companies 
and logistics with digital measures. This would improve forecasting and is an enabler for production 
optimization. There is room for production optimization in the production facilities. To be able to use those 
must (credible) volumes be increased.   

In the future, assembly may be outsourced for not very complex product and parts of production be 
automated. 

There is a constant need to keep production Lean and flexible to handle tailored and mass-customized 
products and use efficiency as competitive advantage. It is also important to keep own inventories down, but 
at the same time optimize production batches due to order sizes, material use etc. 
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In the future ability to deliver maybe a selling point while increased interest for value proposition availability 
today. It is today possible to manage smaller order sizes (from logistics perspective) and in the future and 
increased volume of direct shipping may be possible while product availability exists. Possible solution may be 
to keep responsibility for wholesaler stock refilling at store shelves as merchandising. 

 Survey results 

The raw data from the respondents of the surveys can be found in Appendix B for the Dell survey and 
Appendix C for the Weill and Woerner (2015) survey. 

4.3.1 ASSESSING THE DIGITAL THREAT 

Weill and Woerner (2015) survey of assessing the digital threat, scored 46 points out of maximum 98. Higher 
score means higher digital threat and more urgency to start working with the company business model to 
avoid being disrupted. In a previous survey (Weill and Woerner, 2015) more than 50% of the respondent 
scored 70 points or above. 

4.3.2 DELL TECHNOLOGIES, TAKE THE LEAP AHEAD 

The Dell survey was divided into three parts,  

1. The existing IT strategy of the business was considered 52% behind the industry in how to support the 
digital business transformation. Classified as a Digital Laggard. 

2. The ongoing initiatives was considered 23% ahead of the industry in current digital transformation 
initiatives. Classified as a Digital Evaluator 

3. The addressing of digital attributes to stay competitive the business was considered 52% behind the 
industry. Classified as a Digital Follower 

This gave an over-all rating considering the business to be 28% behind the industry standard of digital 
transformation, classified as a Digital Follower. 

 

 

Figure 10: Industry standard of digital transformation, manufacturing 

Definitions of the possible classification groups (Dell Technologies, 2017). 

 Digital Laggards - Do not have a digital plan; limited initiatives and investments in place. 
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 Digital Followers - Very few digital investments; tentatively planning for the future. 

 Digital Evaluators - Gradually embracing digital transformation and planning for the future. 

 Digital Adopters - Have a mature digital plan, investments and innovations in place. 

 Digital Leaders - Digital transformation is ingrained in the DNA of the business. 
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5 ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings from the empirical findings, described in chapter 4, and to 
connect them with the theory presented chapter 2. The sections will refer to the hypotheses presented in 
chapter 2.8. The analysis uses the results both form the survey and from the interviews to use both 
quantitative and qualitative data to validate the result. 

 The need for a clear Vision for successful digitalization 

Analyzing the first hypothesis, H1, will be done by first analyzing how the vision looks like at Pseudo Tools. Is 
there a well-defined vision on how to digitalize the business or are different departments doing different 
approaches which are not aligned at all on company top-level? Secondly the success rate of Pseudo Tools 
digitalization attempts will be analyzed in respect of how the vision is defined. Does the company follow its 
vision? And does it lead to success?  Finally, it will be analyzed how Pseudo tools could act to improve its 
situation. Given that the hypothesis is correct there would probably always be room for improvement of e.g. 
the vision to increase the success of the digitalization. 

5.1.1 THE VISION AT PSEUDO TOOLS 

In some regards, there is a shared common understanding among the top management what needs to be 
done but there is no documented vision, nor strategy how they digitally want to transform their business 
model or operations. There is though, a document describing the system architecture with focus on 
technology only.  The analysis focus on Westerman et.al. (2011) definition stating that digitalization is the use 
of technology to radically improve performance or reach of enterprises. It is though difficult to assess which 
initiatives that solely are “digital” initiatives and which are for within a continuous improvements program or 
business process reengineering.  

5.1.1.1 The management 
Whitehurst (2016) describes that Company leaders must ensure that the entire organization moves together, 
hence a clear communicated vision seems to be a must also described by Westerman et. al (2011) above. 
When Pseudo Tools have set an unambiguous digital vison, strategy and action plan ready there will probably 
not be any problem to align Pseudo Tools organization. This while the company seems aligned in other aspects 
than the digital transformation. For example, the very unambiguous view of Pseudo Tools value proposition 
(safety, simplicity, availability, design/brand and the need to increase flexibility in the future) and how this 
value could be distributed to their different customer segments. The use of Business Model Canvas easily 
facilitated this discussion and described how the company made their business with quite some quality. Easy 
said how the value side (marketing and sales) meant they must be able to deliver value to the customer and 
the production side need to deliver those propositions as efficient as possible. This view seemed aligned 
throughout the company, which would suggest that communication within the company and how to work with 
daily operation within their areas of responsibilities, and handover did not seem to really be the problem. 

As a typical manufacturer, the value proposition to the customer has been the brand and the products it-self 
delivered by traditional distribution channels via wholesalers. This will most probably be the case also in the 
future, but a lot of supplementary value could probably add on the sales and be distributed via other channels 
where some of those channels may be digital. Here there where obvious discrepancies where some of the 
interviewed focused (maybe too much) on the technical systems to use, some focused on how to improve the 
supply chain and some focused on the possible value proposition itself. Having those initiatives aligned and 
agreed upon would with a common goal most certainly increase efficiency and success rate in their 
implementation. 

For example, there where large discrepancies between the interviewed which channels to use to communicate 
their value proposition, what message to use to the different customer segments, and the importance of 
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targeted message and cross-channel consistency through different channels. In that respect there seem not to 
be an aligned, designated and formulated message to distribute through the designated channels, for example 
social media, digital newsletters and traditional ads. Some meant this consistency was really important (to 
address customer with the right message) and some did not see a difference between the different channels. 

5.1.2 THE SUCCESS RATE OF THE DIGITALIZATION ATTEMPTS AT PSEUDO TOOLS 

The result of the Dell Technologies (2017) survey, conducted at Pseudo Tools, furthermore corresponds well 
with the definition of digital maturity by Westerman et. al (2011_2), where Pseudo Tools is somewhere 
between the Digital beginners and the Digital Fashionistas. Both categories have a vague vision and is using 
digital methods without clear focus and alignment. This is however different to what could be seen in Figure 1, 
where manufacturing companies typically should be between the digital beginners and the digital 
conservatives, with a strong vision, but a skeptical attitude to digital trends (Westerman et. al. 2011). The Dell 
Technologies (2017) survey also showed that Pseudo Tools was ahead of the industry in driving initiatives for 
digital transformation. This would as well imply that the company is more of a Digital Fashionistas (Westerman 
et. al. 2011) willing to experiment, even though it lacks a clear vision. 

Today a handful of digital projects has started at Pseudo Tools with various success rate. The company has 
started to align digital improvement projects, but no documented cross-company digital vision is as mentioned 
before available. Pseudo Tools mentions though one digital strategy that describes possible technology areas 
to improve with a designated software system and how to connect those systems. This document is more of a 
technical description (architecture description) than a vision stating future needed capabilities or a designated 
end-state and how to reach for those goals. Pseudo Tools must therefore be assessed to lack a documented 
vision or other description aligning the digital projects goals, objectives, purpose etc. According to Westerman 
et. al (2011) however it is a necessity to communicate a vision, engage the organization and then iterate the 
vision and the strategy and to be able to coordinate across silos in an effective manner. This may be one of the 
problem Pseudo Tools may face that decrease the efficiency in the digital transformation. 

5.1.3 POSSIBLE WAYS FORWARD 

5.1.3.1 Engagement 
It would probably be great for Pseudo Tools to emphasize on areas that Westerman et. al (2011_2) found as 
key transformation management practices that typically enabled companies to align digital efforts under the 
same vision, coordination their structure and to engage in making the vision into reality. The four areas 
Westerman et. al (2011_2) found where a Vision, Digital governance, Engagement, It-business relationships. 
Where a vision, digital governance and in some aspects, It-business relationships today may lack Pseudo Tools. 
The engagement to change and the will to invest are on the other hand strong or even very strong areas. The 
reason they do not change efficient seems to be that they are not sure how, or where, to start the 
transformation process. In this position, it is probably really difficult to formulate a vision, create digital 
governance and relationships between IT and business. This is in line with Whitehurst (2016) that mean that 
the CEO usually understand the strategic advantage with becoming more digital but may have a problem to 
communicate a vision to make it reality. This may be partly due to top management digital skills described in a 
later chapter. 

5.1.3.2 CIO ambassador/organization 
Pseudo Tools employees seems as mentioned engaged and willing to improve with digital measures, but 
probably need a vision, governance and skills to execute it efficiently. Here may the CIO be a vital link also 
mentioned by (Westerman et. al. 2011_2), to train employees and drive the digital transformation. At pseudo 
tools the IT department is organized under the financial department and the CFO. This is also where the 
initiated digital initiatives are perceived as very successful. This vicinity between the IT department and 
financial department within the organization may have been a factor to these successful initiatives. Maybe the 
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CIO also shall be ranked higher in the organization and become a member of the management team, to get 
more influence, take a more strategic role and to show the organization that this issue has got highest priority, 
something also suggested by Sandström and Karlsson (2016). Furthermore, such a change would most likely 
also have a positive impact on the digital skills and knowledge among the other members in the management 
team about especially the IT and business relationship. This would probably further improve the digital 
transformation in a positive way. 

Westerman et. al. (2011) mean that at successful transformations, CEOs often sends unequivocal signal that 
the change is necessary, using different digital channels, such as web, video and social networks, to generate a 
continuous two-way communication. This is something Pseudo Tools not are doing today, but mentions as 
possible improvements. For example, do Pseudo Tools want to strengthen is brand affiliation to customers, by 
for example more training, streamed WEB training or possible webinars and better instruction movies 
available on the homepage. More direct and closer communications with the professional users are desirable 
as well as use of digital channels as webinars and such to expose new products. Pseudo Tools do use Facebook, 
YouTube, Pinterest and Instagram to give inspiration and a keep a connection to customers and end-
consumers and to create a need for the company’s product. That said, they are familiar with the use of digital 
channels (or medias) for external communications, even if it could be improved as mentioned above. 

This knowledge may as they mention also be for digital communication within the company, to inform about 
internal news but also in the future about the vision and strategic matters, have digital forums etc. This may be 
of good value while it is important (Westerman et. al. 2011) to encourage employees to identify new practices 
and opportunities to further improve the vision but also to generate the mentioned two-way communication. 
This way they will show importance of new digital channels, spread their vision and enable two-way 
communication. 

5.1.4 SUMMARY 

Given from the empirical findings, it becomes clear that Pseudo Tools are lacking an aligned and well 
documented vison and strategy on how to perform their digital transformation. It does also become visible 
that Pseudo Tools are well aware of the need to digitally transform, but they are lagging behind compared to 
the average companies in the industry. Numerous digital initiatives exist, where most has not started and most 
of those that have, has not succeeded. To measure success some kind of pre-stated KPIs are needed, but 
defining such KPIs becomes quite complicated while there is no clear vision on what to achieve. The 
unsuccessful initiatives are though probably a combination of the factors discussed along with the other 
hypotheses (H2 and H3) as well, but of the lack of vision (no alignment of initiatives), skills and capabilities (do 
not know where to start and how), unclear roles and too much focus on technology. 

A clear and common vision on how to proceed, will make the employees to understand both how and why the 
future solution will be better than the current, and would be great and aligned with Westerman et. al. (2011). 
A clear vision and strategy at Pseudo Tools that describe outlines the way forward on how and why to 
transform is of vital importance for Pseudo Tools. The vision is also fundamental for setting clear goals and 
objectives on how to change ways of working, as well as describing responsibilities and rules for investments 
that with high certainty would increase Pseudo Tools advantage in the digital transformation. That said, the 
empirical findings at Pseudo Tools confirm and stress the importance of the content of hypothesis 1. 

 The need for skills about digital transformation to realize the vision 

The analysis of the second hypothesis, H2, will to a large extend rely on the results from the surveys conducted 
at Pseudo Tools based on the two surveys conducted by Dell Technologies (2017) and Weill and Woerner 
(2015). If the company have had a clear vison and the management successfully did realize it the hypothesis 
would have been proven true. However, since no clear vision was found the analysis will have to look into how 
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the management is working with the digitalization in respect to how they organize the company, how do they 
train employees and how do they gather their own knowledge. 

5.2.1 SURVEY RESPONSE 

To be able to relate how the company is working with digital transformation, it has first to be understood 
where the company are today, in their digital transformation, related to other competing companies on the 
same market. 

By letting the top management respond to the two surveys from Weill and Woerner (2015) and Dell 
Technologies (2017), the current digital maturity of the company will be put in context of the industry, as well 
as the interviewed individuals’ knowledge and understanding in context on what is usually needed to succeed 
with a digital transformation. The survey on assessing the digital threat (Weill and Woerner, 2015) to Pseudo 
Tools did give a low score, compared to the reference material from earlier surveys, implying that no 
immediate digital threat would exist. However, this could probably be more related to the industry as such, i.e. 
the manufacturing industry, than to the company itself. Still, the lack of an immediate threat would provide 
time for Pseudo Tools to prepare and to gain capabilities and skills in order to succeed with a digital 
transformation process as long as the competitors are not too far ahead already. 

The survey from Dell Technologies (2017) assessed the company digital transformation efforts compared to 
other companies in within the manufacturing industry. In that survey, Pseudo Tools was 28% behind the 
industry average. However, in the specific areas related to the current IT strategy and how company addressed 
the digital attributes to stay competitive, the company was more than 50% behind the industry average. The 
part on the current IT strategy, especially highlighted that the lack of speed, flexibility and insights on the 
current IT strategy limited the company´s possibilities to effectively differentiate its business. This should be 
seen with particular concern, since the company today are classified as only having some differentiating in its 
business model and could develop this a lot more, following the definition of Chesbrough (2007). Though, even 
if the addressing of attributes were behind, considerable work has been done, but the company would need to 
continue to invest in data driven insights to generate improved customer experiences from their products and 
services.  

To summarize, the company is on an early phase on its journey along the digital transformation road. Though, 
it seems like there are a lot of ideas from the top management on how to proceed and no obvious resistance is 
shown due to e.g. protectionism for old business models. Though the skills and knowledge about digital 
transformation among the respondents from the surveys seems to be behind the industry average, as well as 
the company digital maturity. To increase skills and knowledge therefor seems as a vital area to strengthen. 

5.2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CAPABILITIES 

During interviews, it is evident that Pseudo Tools for example is eager to collect more data to be able to make 
better and more timely decisions. Sometimes there is need for new sources of data, new systems with a 
capability to extract that data, and sometimes Pseudo tools just lack the skills or resources to extract the data 
their systems. This may be vital in the future for Pseudo Tools. Larsson (2015) for example mean that 
digitalization gives opportunities to new revenue streams when the border between products and services 
becomes less evident and when business models focus more on the “use” rather than the “ownership”. With 
digitalization Larsson (2015) mean that the amount of data, and the transformation of data to knowledge is a 
capability of importance.  

It is evident that the interviewed believed that today’s system in some areas could be used much better if 
resources with the adequate capability to extract data were available. Without capability to extract data 
already available today, and the use of this data in daily operations, it is difficult to believe that Pseudo Tools 
will be able to identify all possible opportunities with other sources of data, available in the future. Pseudo 
Tools may not see when the possible opportunities arise, and will therefore have problems to formulate where 
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they need, or want, to go in a vision. Pseudo Tools should probably focus on the data available today to create 
knowledge about how to use data to create extra value and increase revenue streams. 

Also, poor control of master data is evident during interviews. Some data is available in the enterprise system 
and some in other system. Some product or brands use totally different systems. Today there is a risk that not 
correct data is used if Pseudo Tools further digitalize and automate. The company believes there is a need for 
one master product data system for example, but the focus during interviews seems to be on technology. This 
is perceived as a technology problem (we do not have the right systems) while it as much may be a lack of 
clear focus on data configuration, more clear roles and improved processes how to use data to create 
knowledge. 

Some potential new areas are though identified during interviews. Sales data are today provided from the 
wholesalers and for some customer segments by market research. By the nature this data is blunt and Pseudo 
Tools desire is to further identify customer need through sources of data. This is though, today complicated 
while distribution channel is via wholesalers. The desired state for Pseudo Tools is to own data to see 
customer response after sales and marketing activities etc. and then need other channels for this data. 

It seems as Pseudo Tools know where they want to go, but not understand where to start. In the absence of a 
clear vision and a roadmap for implementing the new technology, they jump all steps and head directly to 
invest in a new software system to manage their data. This instead of using the data they have, create 
knowledge and possible extra value from this data. 

5.2.3 TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES 

There is a need for training how to use existing systems better and to increase the know-how how to possible 
use the systems better. Both to create value from the data available today, but also so increase knowledge and 
skills to identify opportunities in the future. In some cases, even to handle daily operations (individuals need to 
much support today). There is a need for training in available tools and how to use them effectively and get 
proper results. It is probably also good to benchmark the use of these tools to get inspiration from others. It 
may also in some cases, for examples sales, be necessary in the future to invest in new tools.  

It seems though that all functions may lack some skills to use their available systems optimal, lacks know-how 
to improve them without inspiration. Hence this is not only about the skills at the top management, it is also 
about new skills for the employees. It is though important that the top management first realize the need for it. 
It is necessary to use the technology correct. Pseudo Tools sometimes seem to believe that technology itself 
will be the solution on their problems while it probably is more about organization and processes, not just 
technology and tools. Organizational ambiguities such as who is owner of the system, who is owner of the 
process, who is owner of the information must be managed. Otherwise no investments in new systems at 
Pseudo Tools will be successful. 

5.2.4 HOW THE MANAGEMENT BEHAVE 

Executives who wants to transform their companies are relatively few and a digital transformation requires 
strong support and focus from upper management to become successful (Andriole, 2017). Our perception is 
that the management team at Pseudo Tools though are eager to start, but that organizational issues and in 
some areas skills, capabilities and alignment are hindering them. Therefor some initiatives may focus too much 
on technology instead of none technology issues as described above. 

The Company executives must probably also be prepared to step up and take the role to create both digital 
vision and digital strategy and implement it themselves, while board members usually also lack of digital 
competence (Weill&Woerner, 2016). Senior leaders need a common vision on how to proceed and understand 
both how and why the future solution will be better than the current (Westerman et. al. 2011). This also point 
at the need for Pseudo tools management team to formulate a common vision, and plan for how to proceed 
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to align initiatives and increase engagement in the organization. According to (Westerman et. Al. 2011) 
companies need to understand the threats and opportunities that digital represent in the organization, exactly 
as Pseudo Tools seems to understand their changing surrounding and possible opportunities and threats. For 
example, Pseudo Tools see the need of better and more accurate data from production, logistics, marketing 
and sales as a resource for analysis and decision making. This is a key resource growing in importance with 
digital transformation where data for better and faster decision making is vital as described by for example 
Larsson (2015). 

Valentine (2014) describes a scenario where rapid technology development and globalization will increase 
organizational opportunities, risks and need for increased levels of agility and resiliency. This is more or less 
spot-on Pseudo Tools view of their need of data, data analytics, change in consumer behavior and changing 
customer needs. Pseudo Tools have identified a need to change their value proposition towards increased 
availability and flexibility with a more flexible and changeable supply chain to meet changed customer needs in 
the future.  

5.2.5 SUMMARY 

Pseudo Tool seem to lack some skills and knowledge about how to manage the digital transformation, and the 
answers in the survey also show that Pseudo Tools are under average in most areas. This lack of skills may 
result in lost opportunities or an increased risk for the company. Appropriate knowledge among the top 
management and reshaping of the business model, has been identified as key areas by Larsson (2015) 
Whitehurst (2016) Valentine (2014) that state top management need to have the appropriate skills and 
knowledge to be able to create a vision that would support a successful digitalization process. 

This is probably also one of the reasons why Pseudo Tools lack an aligned vision. When not knowing, what is 
possible to do, and what to strive for, it is really difficult to formulate a vision, strategy, goals and align all 
digital initiatives within the company. The lack of digital skills at the top management level, but also among 
individuals in the organization as well as organizational capabilities is correlated with the problems Pseudo 
Tools perceive in managing the digital transformation. Following this implies that also the second hypotheses, 
H2, is confirmed due to the linkage of the skills at top management to the success of the digitalization. 

 Using new technology to enable the vision 

Technology is as mentioned before only as an enabler to a successful digital transformation (Larsson, 2015) 
(Carr, 2003) (Kane et. al., 2015_2). The third hypothesis claims that focus must be on the none technical parts 
in order to reach a successful digitalization. Top management commitment is crucial (Christensen, 2015) 
(Andriole, 2017) (Sandström&Karlsson, 2016) (Weill&Woerner, 2016) (Valentine, 2014), but also other kinds of 
capabilities, skills and process related topics are vital for success (Westerman et. al 2011) (Earley, 2014). To 
analyze the third hypothesis, we will start considering how the company use technology today? How they 
identify the purpose and requirements before investing in new technology? Are they adapting their way of 
working to the systems or do they require the systems to be adapted according to their way of working? 
Secondly, do the organizational have the capabilities to fully utilize the technology that exists today? 

5.3.1 ADDRESSING THE TOPICS  

In other words, once the top management have ensured themselves that they have the right skills, they could 
create the vision. Once the vision, strategy, goals etc. are in place and communicated, organizational 
capabilities and the skills of the employees are of much greater importance. Technology without correct 
organizational capabilities and sufficient employee skills will not be an efficient investment (Chesbrough, 2007) 
(Berman, 2012). It is necessary to use the technology correct. But the technology itself is not the solution. It is 
also about organization and processes. Organizational ambiguities such as who is owner of the system and 
who is owner of the process and who is owner of the information used in the process and managed in the 
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system, must be managed. But once the vision, strategy etc. are in place, the company need to execute 
accordingly and to keep focus on the organizational issues, using new technology as an enabler to achieve 
success. 

5.3.2 USAGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Too much focus on technology is exactly what Larsson (2015) and Kane (2015) describes when using use a 
definition of digitalization that goes beyond implementing or using digital technologies. They mean the digital 
transformation is less about acquiring and implementing the right technology, but focus should be to 
reconfiguring the business to take advantage of the information these technologies enable (Kane, 2015). Here 
Pseudo Tools may have had too much focus on the technology itself, not what the technology shall deliver or 
the purpose with implementing it. This may depend on ambiguous goals, vision and strategy, knowledge or not 
a broad enough perspective, which is hard to say while no such document really exists. 

5.3.2.1 Products- and customer related systems 
The digital transformation is furthermore not just about emerging disruptive technologies it is also a lot about 
more conventional operational and strategic technology (Andriole, 2017). Leverage emerges from existing 
system such as databases, resource planning, or customer relationship management software. This probably 
describes Pseudo Tools situation very well. Pseudo Tools may not reach disruptive measure or technologies 
but more about getting leverage and competitive advantage with improved use of old or new technologies. As 
mentioned before their use of existing data could be improved to make production planning and the supply 
chain more efficient. Pseudo Tools manufacturing of products and the channels for their products will 
probably not, or cannot, go completely digital. Instead Supplementary products though such as information 
about the products, may though be even more digitalized and distributed in digital channels. Pseudo Tools 
may also extend their market and how the customer finds the products, but also how they may use it with 
product descriptions easily accessible via new digital channels. Digital measures may also be used to easier 
manage customer and identify new customer needs earlier. This might be a good area to focus on when 
Pseudo Tools starts to re-invent their business model. 

Being digital is to understand how customer behaviors and expectations are developing, both inside and 
outside your business, as well as outside your sector (Dörner&Edelman, 2015). During interviews, extensive 
discussion where made on how both end-customer needs are changing but also how professional user’s 
preferences are changing due to their changed environment. Pseudo Tools seems to understand what 
capabilities, in the form of key activities and key resources they need to invest in to stay competitive. Pseudo 
Tools are also forecasting possible trends in changed markets, customer needs and new supply chains. This is 
in line with Dörner&Edelman (2015) that mean it is crucial to get ahead of trends that can deliver or destroy 
value, rethink how to use new capabilities to improve how customers are served, for example in the supply 
chain or in marketing and sales. By continuously working with their business model, Pseudo Tools would take 
one of the necessary steps to prepare themselves for the changes that will come.  

5.3.2.2 Internal measurement related systems 
During the interviews, it seems that Pseudo Tools projects, where new digital system are to be implemented 
or improved, ownership has not always been clear. The reason for this may be due to a low maturity level 
regarding project management within Pseudo Tools. According to Tonnquist (2012) well defined projects have 
a well-defined goal and it is clear what should be done and how it should be done. While this seems to lack in 
Pseudo Tools’ digital projects, there is a risk that the project owner and all stakeholders do not have the same 
view of what is necessary to be done or how this should be done. Hence there may be too much focus on the 
technology itself. The result from the interview where that some processes were identified that probably could 
be improved by change in organization or areas of responsibility instead of new investments in technology. 

Need for better raw data for analysis was also something that was mentioned in the interviews. Pseudo Tools 
perception is that it’s today is difficult to get raw data to do analysis and to make decisions. The usage of data 
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is both as previously stated in chapter 5.2 about skills to understand what data to collect and about technology 
in form of IT system that could process the data. In the case of Pseudo Tools some data is possible to get from 
existing systems, with new skills or help with extractions. But new systems might also be an option on order to 
process data more efficiently. New needs to harmonize data to see what attributes that shall be available for 
every product is mentioned. This is could probably be a fruitful way and Dörner&Edelman (2015) describes 
need for commitment of building networks that connect devices, objects and people. Here there is a huge 
potential where interviewed believed that today’s system could be used much better if some information 
where better collected. Pseudo Tools need increased data analytics and the use of this information to make 
better decisions and communicate proper actions across the company. For example, could production 
planning, be improved by analytics of own data but also improved a lot if complemented with better sales-
forecasting and transparency. This to see coming market trends and needs, and then be able to do more 
accurate product demand and volumes. This data is though, today blunt when only from own sales companies 
or from wholesalers. However, the company are lacking a global coordinative force that could define and put 
requirement on how such a system should look like in order to fulfill the needs from the organization.  

5.3.2.3 Production related systems 
During interviews the supply chain were discussed and Pseudo Tools intention to optimize production with 
more integrated customers and suppliers. There may be more simple flows, and earlier access to information 
between for example sales companies and logistics with digital measures. Berman (2012) mean that insights 
from analytics will gain companies information on customer needs and customer behaviors and a digitally 
improved supply chain would help the company to optimize the entire chain. 

There is also a constant need for Pseudo Tools to keep production lean and flexible to handle tailored and 
mass-customized products and use efficiency as competitive advantage. It is important to keep own 
inventories down, but at the same time optimize production batches due to order sizes, material use etc. 
Pseudo Tools are building flexible resilience in their supply chain which must be a part of what 
Dörner&Edelman (2015) describes as reexamine the entire way the company are doing their business by 
developing new businesses. This is exactly what Pseudo Tools are doing. 

According to Bernoff (2013) it is important to get a fast and disruptive mindset, exploiting free platforms and 
tools to create digital connections and to learn more about the customers and how to serve them. Pseudo 
Tools believe that even today’s system could be used much better if the information where better collected 
and analyzed. They also use digital medias today. Maybe it is possible for Pseudo Tools to find free platforms 
to experiment with and gain knowledge how to work before heavily investments are made. 

5.3.3 CAPABILITIES VS. TODAY’S USAGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Pseudo Tools experience a need for training how to use existing systems better and to increase knowledge on 
how to possible use them more efficient. In some cases, even to handle daily operations where too much 
support is needed today. A successful transformation is built on skills and capabilities and it is important to 
start training programs and coach employees’ early (Westerman et. al. 2011). It is probably also good to 
benchmark the use to get inspiration from others. It may in some cases, for examples sales, be necessary in 
the future to better use existing systems or invest in new tools. It seems though, that most organizational 
functions lack some skills to use their systems optimal today. They also seem to lack some knowledge, on how 
to improve them or use data analysis for decision making. During the transformations, it is important to 
quantify and monitor progress toward the ambition set in the vision, through KPIs and digital scorecards. It is 
import both to measure impact of investments but also to help change the organizations culture (Westerman 
et. al. 2011). 

During interviews, when discussing the need for new technology and improved systems, and new features 
perceived as needed, there were evident the interviewed believed that today’s system could be used much 
better. It was also evident that there where lack of skills that was the main barrier in most cases, not the 
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system if the information where better collected. It was also as mentioned earlier not know-how enough to 
make adequate logistics and supply chain data extractions and not resources enough to get help to receive 
those. A lack of skills and organizational capabilities may result in a poor use of existing systems. This lack of 
skills may also result in an inadequate vison and strategy within the area which may result in poor 
organizational efficiency. In the case of Pseudo Tools, it seems this resulted in too much focus on technology, 
by believing that a new system would solve the problem. 

Pseudo Tools must probably invest in both formal and informal learning forums, and provide the means for 
trying new technology. Typical barriers to digital business development is organizational silos, legacy processes, 
cultural resistance to change, lack of innovative thinking, and lack of digital leadership (Whitehurst, 2016). The 
largest barrier for learning about the technology is usually to find an appropriate forum. Having a forum, and 
available resources for help, was also mentioned as tools to improve how today´s systems could be used more 
efficient at Pseudo Tools. By having a clear vision and clear directive from management, it would probably not 
be a too large effort to initiate those kinds of forums, if the company finds out the this is the most efficient 
way forward. Probably it would be great for Pseudo Tools to start forums, discuss IT-Business relations, test 
and experiment with free platforms to identify the organizations need. 

Other typical barriers to digital transformation are issues such as no sense of urgency, inadequate funding, 
limited systems, lack of vision and unclear roles and responsibilities (Fitzgerald, 2014). Apart from inadequate 
funding, most of those barriers are also seen at Pseudo Tools, though they are not explicitly mentioned and 
brought up during the interviews as a problem. It seems Pseudo Tools are eager to invest in digital 
improvements, but they need to find out where the investments give the greatest effect, before they start 
investing. This further underlines the need for not focusing on technical solutions, before the organizational 
needs are covered. 

5.3.4 SUMMARY 

It is clear that only using new technology on various digitalization projects, is not enough for success. Though, 
the analysis is biased due to the fact that no clear vision was identified. Pseudo Tools described various 
digitalization projects, some perceived as successful and some not as successful, but it is difficult to assess a 
real success rate without KPI, as mentioned earlier. As described above and in previous chapters’ digital 
initiatives were sometimes not hindered by the technology itself but rather by ambiguous strategy, processes, 
ownership, data etc. Kane et. al. (2015_2) describes the need for a certain digital maturity to get leverage from 
technology for a competitive advantage and mean it is more depending on the people and business processes 
than application complexity. Maybe also project management maturity is hindering an effective 
transformation. Less-mature digital businesses risk instead being too focused on solving discrete business 
problems with individual digital technologies. This may be the case for some digital initiatives at Pseudo Tools 
where expectations on technology may have been too high and where company processes and organization 
may not be able to keep up the pace with technology initiatives. Still there are examples when lack of e.g. 
training limits the use of tools for analyzing data and when the company is discussing on aligning data 
collection without having a clear picture on how the collected data should be used. In those cases, the none 
technical parts have been put aside in favor of the use of new technology. Hence, we state that our hypothesis 
H3 is confirmed, but with the reservation on the bias due to the unclear vision. 

 Using the Business Model Canvas for visualizing new business models for digital 
businesses 

Based on the literature studies the Business Model Canvas seemed to be a good tool for facilitating a 
digitalization process. Hence also the fourth and final hypothesis was formed stating that the Business Model 
Canvas by visualizing the business model would enhance the procedure of digitalizing and improving the 
business model of a company. To respond to this, it would be quite easy to ask the respondents from the 
interviews on how they perceived the usage of the Business Models Canvas during the interviews. Did they 
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think that it provided helpful information and/or facilitated the process of exploring opportunities with the 
business model? Secondly, even if the Business Model Canvas facilitated the exploring of the business model 
and provided a lot of new ideas on digital businesses, were those ideas relevant and reasonable for a digital 
transformation? And finally, would the information collected with help of the Business Model Canvas, help the 
company to create skills and knowledge about digitalization, help them formulate a vision and strategy and 
help them focus on none technology areas?  

5.4.1 THE VIEW ON THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS FROM THE RESPONDENTS 

Using the Business Model Canvas, the value propositions, how it is linked to its needed activities and how this 
in the end will generate revenue will be clearly visualized for everyone involved (Amit and Zott, 2012). Our use 
of The Business Model Canvas worked well to create a shared understanding. It was easy to use the Business 
Model Canvas during the interview and to talk about different building blocks and their influence on the 
business model and the way the company made business. Especially when respondent where not very 
informed within the matter or worked close to that area of the business in their daily work. Just a few minutes’ 
explanation how the Business Model Canvas worked, and an example were needed, which must be perceived 
as a very low threshold for a new tool. Because it is so easy to grasp, a common language and understanding 
of the problems were efficiently created. Pseudo Tools value proposition was easy to visualize for everyone 
and areas where tradeoffs are common but not necessarily easy to explain or agree upon, where quite easy 
managed with this tool. Why, for example single unit production vs. mass-production, lead time vs price, 
storage vs. just-in-time vs. was easy to visualize in the model for those that were not familiar with the specific 
issue at Pseudo Tools. 

As mentioned earlier the focus in the interviews were always heading back to the value proposition and how 
this value could be distributed to the different customer segments. The visual description the Business Model 
Canvas gave of the business model were perceived (when asked) as very informative by the interviewed. Most 
discussion were about the value proposition, which probably is the one area where cooperation problem 
within a manufacturing company may exist. 

By visualizing the business model in a standardized way and setting the process for how to work with the 
business model innovation, it will be easier to communicate about the business model within the company. 
The board as well as different steering committees could use a common tool and share information between 
each other in a common way, easily understandable for everyone involved. 

5.4.2 THE RESULT OF THE USAGE OF THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

The Business Model Canvas identifies areas possible to improve, such as lack of skills and capabilities, non-
organizational alignment due to unclear vison and strategy and too much trust in new technology and therefor 
supports findings for the other hypothesis. All these areas are the typical enablers for a successful digital 
transformation. A lot of different areas that would improve the business, but not necessarily not support 
neither hinder the digital transformation were found. 

The Business Model Canvas seems to connect the business with IT quite effective which is important to 
Westerman et. al (2011_2), while processes are made transparent and visualized. This way it is easy to identify 
which of those processes that may be digitalized and maybe automated 

To structure the analysis a bit further, the key reasons for visualizing the business model, shown in Figure 6, 
will be used as sub sections. 

5.4.2.1 Facilitate Experimenting 
The Business Model Canvas seems to be a suitable tool to connect a company’s market side, set to create 
value, and the operations side that need to be efficient. Using the Business Model Canvas for exploring the 
business model of the company gave a couple of interesting insights in how an easy to use visualization tool 
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could help the top management to get a better understanding on how the interfaces between the different 
units were working and how they could be improved by experimenting with the company’s business model on 
paper.  

Furthermore, the Business Model Canvas did facilitate the experimenting of the business model in the sense 
that interviewed were engaged in the process of filling in the canvas during the interviews and they proposed 
changes by themselves once they understood how the different parts were connected to each other in their 
current business model. By this the requirements for successful business model innovation according to Amit 
and Zott (2012) are fulfilled and it is clear that in this particular case the Business Model Canvas worked quite 
well. 

While discussion innovation (by going digital) it was easy to see what could be delivered digitally, either with 
existing systems, further developed systems, or by new one. This is the case for all Business Model Canvas 
building blocks but especially value proposition, customer relations, and channels, but also key activities that 
could be managed more efficient with a digital transformation. Berman (2012) describes this by dividing the 
transformation process into three steps, enhance, extend and redefine, related to the customer value 
propositions and create, leverage and integrate, related to the operating model. By also applying this on 
Pseudo Tools they will get an even better understanding on where they are and what they need to do in order 
to proceed. Several suggested improvements identified during interviews enhanced Pseudo Tools value 
proposition, extended for example market reach and in some way, may in the future redefine the supply chain 
with increased availability and flexibility. When created, this could then be leveraged and integrated 
throughout all sale companies for optimal effect. 

5.4.2.2 Common way of Communication 
During interviews The Business Model Canvas did connect the dots between different digital projects that have 
been made or are on-going, or was planned by Pseudo Tools. This probably decreased the influence from 
organizational silos, and easier creates and aligned vision, strategy and common goals. This way the BMC both 
created a clear and common way of communication. 

5.4.2.3 Clarifying Value Propositions 
With use of the Business Model Canvas and while discussing about why the customer choose their products, 
and what additional value they give the customer, the overall picture point towards safety, availability, 
simplicity, brand and design but also about flexibility. This was mentioned through all interviews and seems 
unambiguous in the organization. 

Using the Business Model Canvas for analyzing the business model at Pseudo Tools, it becomes clear that 
Pseudo Tools could be categorized as a company having some differentiation (Chesbrough, 2007) in their 
business model, which implies that they are able to compete with more factors than only price and availability, 
but that they mostly are working within one market segment. The Business Model Canvas was a great tool to 
visualize how to, both extend the value proposition itself to become more competitive (also in other 
segments), but also how to create more and larger revenue streams. As mentioned before not only additional 
value, but also by a more efficient supply chain and increased availability and flexibility could be improved with 
digital measures. Also, marketing and sales channels could increase market reach and manage customers more 
efficient. 

5.4.2.4 Lower Threshold for Participation 
Based on how easy it was to explain the canvas and that all interviewed persons could use it to explain and 
understand how they were interfacing each other, the Business Model Canvas did also lower threshold for 
participation and created a common way of communication. Our perception from the interviews was that the 
visual aspect, as well as the possibility for the interviewed to write, paint and draw lines in the BMC also 
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reduced the tension in the interview situation. The Business Model Canvas also reduced the need for the 
interviewed to formulate their answers in words, while easily could show it in the canvas. 

5.4.2.5 Linking Value Propositions through activities to revenue 
Quality is an important factor for Pseudo Tools since the products are physical products where customers 
might be willing to pay more for higher quality presuming the products might have e.g. a longer life-length, 
high quality standards and a common brand. Insights from analytics, as mentioned earlier, will gain companies 
information on customer needs and customer behaviors to be able to state a value proposition (Berman, 2012). 
Pseudo tools may need better customer data as mentioned before. 

When discussing digital improvements, it was perceived much easier to discuss what to offer and then connect 
those offers with need from the customer’s segments than in the opposite direction. Starting and focusing on 
the customer experience, is as well mentioned by Berman (2012) Amit and Zott (2012) and Chesbrough (2010) 
as a good way of working on a new or enhanced business model. 

Berman (2012) also mean that by enhancing the customer value proposition, the company modifies its existing 
offerings by adding digital feature. The Business Model Canvas made it easy to see the need for more direct 
value offer and proposition to targeted customer segments such as in this case the professional users. When 
having many different markets, product areas and customer segments it is complicated to companywide have 
cross-channel consistency in its message. With use of the Business Model Canvas it was perceived rather easy 
to visualize communication channels, and value proposition to the different customer segment. 

Berman (2012) then describes the next step as to extend the customer value propositions, by finding new 
revenue streams. Using the Business Model Canvas for manufacturing industry were more focused on how to 
create complementary offers that would increase the revenue stream by adding premium value on existing 
products than creating digital products. That premium value, at least in this case, may be added with more 
efficient supply chain, increased availability and flexibility, and new revenue streams may be found in new 
customer segments or from new markets found when greater market reach. These gains may be possible with 
digital initiatives at Pseudo Tools. 

5.4.3 PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN USING THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

However, a few problems using the Business Model Canvas were also identified. One issue is that it is difficult 
visualizing the different time perspectives and needed changes over time (transform) while just visualizing a 
snapshot of the analyzed situation. A digital transformation and the change of a business model will probably 
take years and must be managed step-by-step as described in the strategy to reach set goals. To be efficient it 
may be possible to create a chain with evolving Business Model Canvases over time to visualize how the 
company shall change instead of a snapshot of today and a snapshot of desired end-state. Another possible 
way to manage this might be to do a desired end-state Business Model Canvas and complement this with a 
description of what changes that are supposed to be implemented, or what goals are to be reached at 
different occasions in a roadmap elsewhere. 

Another interesting problem is what area to start with in the Business Model Canvas. The best starting point 
seemed to be from customer segment or from the value proposition, but during the interviews, it seemed that 
the best way to start was the value proposition. Probably because these are better known to all employees in 
a company than maybe customer segments are. 

Quality of suggested improvements are also interesting. It is really difficult to assess if the suggested 
improvements are better than those possible to find with other tools, and if those improvements are all of the 
adequate possible improvements and the best possible ones. It may actually also be difficult to assess if it is 
the number of possible improvements or the quality that is most important. During our interviews, numerous 
improvements are raised. Some of those would most probably help Pseudo Tools in their digital 
transformation even if there might be tools that could identify improvements of higher quality that would help 
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them even more with. We though believe that it would be difficult to find better improvements in the limited 
amount of time used. For a company, early on in their transformation process, quantity may also be better 
than a few quality improvements. This to capture the easy improvements early one. For a company in a 
different phase this may not necessarily be the case. 

On the other hand, it would probably be a lot easier for a more digitally mature company to use the Business 
Model Canvas to analyze their business model. When having well formulated vision, strategy and goals to 
strive for, top management with digital excellence and an organization with great digital capabilities, then it 
must also be easier to get more ideas, and ideas with higher quality, how to increase digital performance. 

5.4.4 SUMMARY 

The main reason to use the Business Model Canvas is the low threshold for participants, it is easy to create 
common way to communicate and to facilitate a discussion. It also enables an environment for experimenting 
to change in activities and value propositions to increase revenue. Even if not all suggestions identified will 
support the digital transformation immediately, they may at least increase the company efficiency. The use of 
Business Model Canvas, and the result from the workshop is perceived useful and will most certainly help 
Pseudo Tools in their digital transformation. Greater skills about digital transformation and/or an aligned 
vision would probably increase both quality and quantity of ideas how to digitally transform. Therefor H4 must 
be seen as confirmed. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Main findings from the literature were that manufacturing companies preferred prudence over innovation, 
had a strong unifying vision and were skeptical to digital trends (Westerman et. al, 2011). The findings on the 
studied company, Pseudo Tools, showed on the other hand, not such a strong unifying vision, but a more 
positive attitude to various digital trends. The company is considered to be slightly behind competitive 
companies in its digital transformation process, even though it has made several important steps to start this 
journey, according to the compared results from the Dell Technology survey (2017).  

The data from the empirical study supports the theoretical framework and the four stated hypotheses can be 
confirmed, 

H1. Confirmed, a clear vision on how to transform is an enabler for the organization to set ways of 
working, responsibilities and rules for investments, is supported by the fact that the lacking vision 
found during the empirical study seems to be what prevents an acceleration of the digital 
transformation. 

H2. Confirmed, the skills at top management in digital transformation is directly related to how well 
the company succeed in their digital transformation, is also supported and seems in this case to be 
one of the main blockers for a success full digitalization for Pseudo Tools, the top management 
does simply not know where to start. 

H3. Confirmed, for a company to succeed in their digital transformation, they need to focus on the 
none technical parts and use the technology only as an enabler. The lack of vision biases the 
analysis and is also a cause of the company not succeeding. However, several of the suggestions 
for proceeding with a digital transformation were related to pure technical solutions and in several 
cases, it was obvious e.g. training of employees would have been a much more efficient way 
forward then new IT systems. 

H4. Confirmed, the Business Model Canvas is a suitable tool for visualizing the business model when 
exploring opportunities for digitalizing a business, is definitely supported by the interviews where 
the respondents come up with several new ideas during the usage of the canvas. However, some 
care needs to be taken to the use of the Business Model Canvas since it does not solve everything, 
but is a suitable tool that facilitates the digitalization process. 

Going back to the first of our two research questions, 

“How should they work with their business model to succeed with their digital transformation, with certain 
respect to business process re-engineering and business model innovation?” 

We conclude that the company is improving in several different areas, and have a lot of ideas on how to 
proceed, but lacks a strong over-all vision to point out the directions for everyone, as stated by e.g. 
(Westerman et. al. 2011). No structured processes of business process re-engineering are implemented nor 
any real attempts of business model innovation. The reason for this might be due to lack of commitment from 
top management, which in turn could be due to lack of knowledge about its importance. Which connects well 
to the results from the literature review, Table 2, where lack of skills at top management was listed as one of 
the top criteria’s. Hence the company need to ensure they have the correct set of skills among their top 
management, this could be done by acquiring more knowledge from trainings or by making the role of the CIO 
more visible and more important. Then the company could work on their vision and proceed with their digital 
transformation accordingly. Doing a lot of unsynchronized attempts to digitalize the business seems today only 
to result in various technology improvements projects, which contrasts with what e.g. Kane et. al. (2015_2) 
states by technology should only be used as an enabler. 
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Finally, it is important to emphasis that there is nothing that indicates that the company does not realize the 
importance of working with the business model. The reason for not having enough focus on the business 
model seems more to be due to lack of knowledge, than due do resistance to change as described by 
Chesbrough (2010). 

About the second research question, 

“What help would a tool, such as the Business Model Canvas, provide in this process of digital transformation?” 

It could be stated that the Business Model Canvas provided a lot of help by first of all clarifying and linking the 
value propositions through all the different activities to the revenue. This could be seen as something that 
should be obvious for everyone in a top management team, but by visualizing it clearly, it was possible to get a 
much better understanding by everyone involved. This did not primarily help the transformation as such, but it 
gave everyone a common understanding of the current state of the business model. Secondly the 
experimentation of new business models was perceived as being easy using the Business Model Canvas and 
the threshold for participating was lowered since everyone participated and did understand the opinions and 
proposals from the others, thanks to that a common way of communicating was provided. 

Finally, it should be noticed that the company was considered as a digital follower, a bit behind competitive 
companies within its industry, when comparing the results from the Dell Technology survey (2017), but the 
company could be considered to be far behind when comparing with the literature, e.g. Digital Fashionistas 
according to Westerman et. al (2011_2), having a somewhat differentiated business model, which is the 
second step in the 6 step Business Model Framework according to Chesbrough (2007). Hence it seems to be a 
discrepancy between what is best in class in the industry and what is best in class in the literature. 

 Implications 

The Business Model Canvas is as stated earlier good for visualizing the business model and experimenting with 
new possible business models. However, it is not suited for handling evolving processes. The business Model 
Canvas will only give a snapshot on how the business model looks like at a specific point in time. Hence it 
should not be used as a tool for following up any current transformation process. The canvas should be used 
for presenting a new wanted state, then other tools or processes should be used to show how the path to that 
state looks like. 

The skills at the top management, is as also said before, vital for success in a digital transformation 
(Weill&Woerner, 2016) (Valentine, 2014), though the skills need to be on the correct level for a top manager. 
The skills should be used for setting a vision and guiding how the organization should move along the path 
towards digitalization. It does not replace the skills needed by the rest of the personnel. The top management 
should engage and inspire the entire company to perform the digitalization together (Whitehurst, 2016).  

 Core contributions 

One main contribution, is the proof of showing how easy it is to engage people in the experimenting of new or 
enhanced business models once it is being clearly visualized, in this case by using the Business Model Canvas. 
The visualization was easy to do and provided both the possibility for the company to see new opportunities in 
their current model and a common language on how to discuss the business model within the top 
management team. Even if a company would not like to start reinventing their business model as suggested by 
e.g. Christensen et. al. (2016), a clear visualization has proven to be usefully for realizing possible 
improvements of the current business model. 

The second main contribution is about highlighting the importance of the skills among the top management to 
realize and understand how to drive the digitalization. Pseudo Tools were very open to digitalization proposals, 
and did not show any of the typical barriers listed by e.g. Chesbrough (2010), still they were considered to be 
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behind its competitors in the digital transformation, which in this thesis is concluded to be due to lack of 
knowledge about digitalization among the top management.  

Last, but not least, in this thesis we have found three clear areas, the vision, the skills of the top management 
and how to treat new technology, for companies to improve within, and to focus on, to increase the likelihood 
to achieve a successful digital transformation. 

 Recommendations for further studies 

The thesis studied one specific company within the Swedish manufacturing business. The company was 
according to the Dell Technology (2017) survey considered to be behind the average company in its digital 
transformation. To be able to fully analyze hypothesis 2 and to do a more in depth comparison between the 
literature framework and the reality, through empirical findings, a study of a company considered to be a 
digital leader (Dell Technology, 2017) should be studied. Unfortunately, only 5%, Figure 10, are consider to be 
at this stage and it would require significant effort through surveys to find such a company. 

One of the main conclusions from this thesis are that lack of skills about digitalization within the top 
management, affect the digitalization’s efforts very negatively. To get a better understanding why the needed 
skills are not acquired a deeper study would need to be performed. This could possibly be done at the same 
company and maybe also outline how the top management at a manufacturing company would get the 
appropriate skills for ensuring a successful digitalization of their business. 

Furthermore, it would also be interesting to investigate how much of other industry problems to digitalize the 
business model, is due to ordinary organizational problems, as not enough knowledge, ambiguous roles, 
unclear leadership, poor processes, too much focus on daily operations etc. and how much is due to 
technology implementation. 
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8 APPENDIX A 

Manuscript for interviews 

Describe the purpose of the thesis, explain that the information given in the interviews will be anonymous and 
explain that the result and the final thesis will be shared with the company. 

Ask the person being interviewed to describe what he/she is doing and what their main contribution to the 
organization is. 

Describe the concept of the Business Model Canvas, BMC. 

Use an empty Business Model Canvas sheet and ask the interviewed person to describe his/her role in the 
overall business model. 

Use the following proposed questions on how to aligned the IT with the business,  

Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark (2010) 

How can IT support the processes and workflows required by my business models? 

What information do I need to capture, store, share and manage to improve my business model? 

How will IT architecture, standards, and interface choices limit or leverage my business model? 

Which technology infrastructure is required and crucial to the success of my business model (e.g. 
server farms, communications and so on)? 

Where in my business model does security play and important role and how does the influence UT? 

Do I need to invest in IT training and education to leverage my business model? 

Could investments in IT research and development improve my business model in the future? 

Westerman et. al . (2011) 

Envision the digital future for your firm. 

What assets will be valuable in a digitally-transformed business? 

How can you transform customer experience? Internal operations? Your business model? 

How can units work differently – and work together differently – in a more connected way? 

Invest in digital transformation initiatives 

Are you getting all the value out of your previous technology and platform investments in ERP, 
analytics, or collaboration tools? If not, what is necessary to get the foundations right? 

Where are the key investment areas that will maximize the contribution to the new vision? 

Can you de-risk some of the investments through experimentation and controlled testing? 

What skills are missing in your digital transformation initiatives? Do you need to hire new executives? 
Retrain front-line employees? Partner with another firm to gain capabilities? 

Lead the change from the top 

How do you communicate the vision and engage the organization on a large scale? How do you 
monitor engagement? 

What process do you have in place to iterate the vision and strategy? 
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How do you coordinate investments and activities across silos? What is the best organizational model 
to coordinate digital initiatives in parallel to the core business? 

What KPIs and metrics do you need to put in place to monitor the progress of your digital 
transformation towards your strategic goals? 

What mechanism do you use to make the necessary adjustments? 

Chesbrough (2007) the functions of a business model: 

Articulate the value proposition, that is, the value created for users by the offering 

Identify a market segment, that is, the users to whom the offering is useful and for what purpose 

Define the structure of the value chain required by the firm to create and distribute the offering, and 
determine the complementary assets needed to support the firm’s position in this chain. This includes 
the firm’s suppliers and customers, and should extend from raw materials to the final customer 

Specify the revenue generation mechanism(s) for the firm, and estimate the cost structure and profit 
potential of producing the offering, given the value proposition and value chain structure chosen 

Describe the position of the firm within the value network (also referred to as an ecosystem) linking 
suppliers and customers, including identification of potential complementors and competitors 

Formulate the competitive strategy by which the innovating firm will gain and hold advantage over 
rivals 
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10 APPENDIX C 

Time stamp 2017-04-12 
15:29 

2017-04-18 
09:12 

2017-04-18 
13:47 

2017-04-21 
16:14 

2017-04-25 
09:59 

Respondent ID1 ID2 ID3 ID4 ID5 

Electronically specifiable and 
searchable? 

4 2 2 6 6 

Ordered digitally? 4 2 2 6 2 

Delivered digitally? 1 2 1 2 1 

Augmented (or can be) with 
valuable information? 

4 2 4 4 6 

Threatened by enterprises in 
other industries that have 
relationships with your 
customers — offering 
competitive services to yours and 
disrupting your business? 

5 6 7 4 6 

At risk of being replaced with an 
alternative digital offering? (For 
example, books vs. e-books, or 
classroom education vs. online 
learning) 

1 5 4 2 1 

Going to be delivered digitally in 
five years? 

1 4 2 3 1 

 


